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FinTech in China: An Introduction 

Wharton FinTech 

April 1, 2018 

By HQ Han 

An introduction to the Who, the Why, and the How of FinTech in China. 

Let’s start with some recent facts about China: 

 Large User Base: There are >3.4bn third-party payment accounts in China. For

context, Paypal has 227mn users globally (Dec 2017).

 Explosive growth: Total internet loan balance grew more than 36x from 2013–

2016; Total Third-Party Payment Value grew 74x from 2010 to 2016.

 Most innovative globally: Chinese companies secured 5 of the top 10 slots in the

KPMG/H2 ranking of the top fintech firms globally in 2017, absolutely

dominating the fintech landscape.

 Valuations are very high: The largest Chinese FinTech company, Ant Financial,

has been valued at more than $100bn, on par with top-tier financial institutions

like Goldman Sachs ($94bn market cap). [Though comparing private company

valuations with public company market capitalizations are imperfect comparisons]

 Huge and growing demand for financial services: In 2017, 4 years after

creation, the money-market fund Yu’E Bao (the name translates as leftover

treasure) by Alibaba, accessed via Alipay, overtook JP Morgan’s US government
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money market fund to become the world’s biggest money market fund — and 

growing. 

 Global leader: China accounts for three-quarters of the global market in online 

lending. (Brookings Institution) 

 Funding: VC investments in China Fintech has grown at a compound annual 

growth rate of 300% from 2014–2017. In 2016, China overtook the USA as the 

global leader in fintech VC activities, owning 47% of global fintech investments. 

(KPMG) 

________________________________________ 

“China’s market is too big, too valuable, and has too much untapped potential for 

international players to ignore. “ 

— The Rise of Fintech in China, A Collaborative Report by DBS Bank and EY, 

November 2016 

________________________________________ 

So… 

How did FinTech get so big in China? 

What does China Fintech look like? 

Who are the key players? 

This post aims to provide a simple introduction to these questions. 

We will first look at some of the background and drivers of FinTech in China. Then, we 

will look at some of the key players in China FinTech. 

The material is derived from various reports (acknowledged at the end) and also from my 

personal experience living and working in China from 2014–2016, right during the 

massive FinTech rise and adoption. Due to the complexity and ever-changing nature of 

China FinTech, this is meant to be a door-opener to greater discussion and debate, rather 

than an exhaustive discussion of the various segments. 

Here is a graphic overview of China’s FinTech Ecosystem vs US and Japan, markets 

which we might be more familiar with, to provide some context. 
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How did FinTech grow so fast and get so big in China? 

We can bucket the reasons into three main parts: Regulation, Infrastructure of financial 

services, and the Widespread usage of E-commerce and social media. Let’s look deeper 

into each of these three parts. 

1. Regulation 

At first (2013–2015), regulation of China FinTech players was light-touch, enabling 

essentially explosive growth: 

 Traditionally, China’s economy has always been centrally-planned, driven by 

investment and built around large state-owned enterprises (SOE). Naturally, 

banks and other financial institutions had focused mainly on providing services 

for these SOEs, underserving SME and retail consumers. 

 As we see in the US, sluggishness of incumbents and failure to cater to the 

changing needs/certain groups of consumers could create space for disruptors to 

enter — the same essentially happened in China. 

 From a macro-economy point of view, China needed to transition from an 

investment-led economy to a consumption-led one. The government was (and is) 

highly supportive of innovation and threw their weight behind the the 

development of inclusive finance to drive consumption. 

 Hence, arguably, it is often said that the fintech space in China was able to 

flourish due to “regulatory arbitrage”, unique to the country itself. 

But unregulated growth led to fraud and increased risks events, especially in 

internet lending: 

 Oliver Wyman cites independent data estimates that as of May 2017, over 60% of 

the 5,890 online peer-to-peer platforms that ever existed have ceased operations. 

 There were some high-profile scandal cases. For example, Ezubao (peer-to-peer 

lending platform), which raised more than RMB 1.5 billion in 1.5 years, proved to 

be a Ponzi Scheme, making it the biggest-ever financial fraud case in China. 

Subsequently, regulation began to evolve and became more sophisticated (2016-

Present): 

 2016: Chinese government laid out a comprehensive policy framework for 

regulating the internet finance industry across all verticals: lending, insurance, 

crowdfunding, payments, fund distribution, consumer finance. 

 Mar 2017: Established centralized clearing house (Wanglian) for all third-party 

payments, enabling regulatory oversight on fund flows, which were previously 

circumvented by fintech players. What is unique here and very different from 
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most of China’s infrastructure is the involvement of private capital (Ant Financial 

and Tencent each own 9.61% of Wanglian). 

 May 2017: Central bank set up a fintech committee to act as overall coordinator 

of all fintech efforts and policies. 

2. Infrastructure of financial services, the right confluence of several factors 

China was a late mover in terms of digitization and mobile, but leapfrogged: 

 China was still predominantly cash-based even until the early 2000s. 

 In contrast, developed economies like UK, USA, Korea, had mostly already 

moved from cash to cashless payments (debit cards/credit cards). 

 The confluence of various important trends: Internet taking off, birth of e-

commerce, smartphones; happened as China moved towards digital payments. 

 This allowed Chinese consumers to leapfrog directly from cash to digital 

payments, skipping cards. 

The next point is subtle, but very important. 

China had LOW credit card penetration but HIGH debit card penetration: 

 China had low credit card penetration (0.3 credit cards/person) but one of the 

highest debit card penetration in the world (3.6 credit cards/person). 

 Since each digital payment account has to be ultimately linked to a bank card in 

order to work (Think: your Venmo account), the ready debit card infrastructure 

enabled rapid fintech expansion. 

 In addition, the low penetration of credit cards meant there was a massive, 

untapped pool of consumers needing credit, paving the way for fintech in the 

credit space. 
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China has low credit card penetration, but one of the highest debit card penetration. 

Lack of existing physical payment infrastructure: 

 This is about QR codes. Something which never really took off in the US. 

 In part, this was due to Tencent’s aggressive promotion. But the ease of use, low 

adoption costs and the lack of existing infrastructure (like POS terminals) 

especially in brick and mortar shops enabled QR codes to take off in a big way in 

China. 

 Basically, using a smartphone, a customer can pay a merchant via their digital 

wallet simply by scanning the merchant’s QR code which could also be on the 

merchant’s smartphone, for example. 

 As merchants were onboarded rapidly due to low fixed cost of adoption and 

incentive pricing by Tencent and Alibaba, it became possible to use digital cash in 

Alipay or Wechat Pay accounts to buy almost anything. 

 Living in Shanghai during2014–2016, I witnessed first-hand this transformation 

in my everyday life. Once, I lost my debit card and didn’t find out until more than 

a week later — I simply never needed to use it — something still impossible in 

Philadelphia. 
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3. Widespread usage of E-commerce and social media, coupled with Internet boom: 

E-commerce, China Style: 

 Dominant domestic online marketplaces for Chinese consumers such as Taobao 

(Alibaba), Tmall (Alibaba), JD.com were launched just a few years prior to 2000. 

The mobile and internet boom drove Chinese consumers to begin shopping online, 

leapfrogging their under-developed traditional offline retail infrastructure. 

 What is crucial to note is that emergence of these e-commerce firms served as a 

precursor to the rise of the FinTech firms — many of which are their financial 

subsidiaries focused on payments and third-party remittances. 

 Alipay was launched by Alibaba Group, as an internet payment service to their e-

commerce platform. A parallel may be drawn to Ebay and Paypal. 

 

Proliferation of e-commerce in China is a key growth driver of third-party payment. 

(Source: Goldman Sachs) 

Social Interactions and Gamification, China style: 

 WeChat Pay launched in 2013, is owned by Tencent and embedded into its 

massively popular mobile communication platform, WeChat. Half of WeChat’s 

889 million monthly active users spend over an hour on the app every day. 

 WeChat Pay has become a model in the “gamification of finance” via their red 

packets — users can send each other red packets filled with digital cash and games 

that allow users to compete fastest-fingers-first to “snatch” a red packet released 

into a group chat. This feature was launched during Chinese New Year in 2014, 

went viral and enabled WeChat Pay to grow their user base by 1000-fold in 3 

years. 
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 Many observers, myself included, view the ingenuity behind the red packets as 

pure genius: taking a beloved cultural phenomenon, turning it into a game that 

builds on and fosters social interactions, driving customer acquisition costs down 

to zero. 

________________________________________ 

Who are the key players? And what does China Fintech look like? 

 Alipay and Tenpay own about 84% of the entire third-party payment market in 

China. Alipay is the largest (51%), Tenpay (33%) as of 2016. 

 Here is one way to think about it: It is believed that Alipay handles more 

B2C/consumption-related payment activities (due to their e-commerce 

groundings), while Tenpay has a larger share of C2C transfers (due to their social 

nature). 

 In China, due to the “integration” and “ecosystem” mindset of the large players, 

Payments can be seen as the most important gateway into many other fintech 

applications, like wealth management, insurance, credit. 

 We also take a look at Lufax, the leading lending platform in China. 

1. Alipay (now under Ant Financial) 

Alipay started in 2004, originally as an escrow service provider to Alibaba’s Taobao 

marketplace. 

 Alipay allows consumers to verify the receipt and 

quality of goods before releasing money to sellers, which 

solved the lack of trust for e-commerce in early stage and 

helped Alibaba to emerge as China’s leading e-commerce 

platform. 

 Since 2005, Alipay has extended beyond escrow 

servicing for Alibaba into being a payment method for other 

functions like online gaming, wealth management, credit, 

financing. 

 When Ant Financial was established in 2014, Alipay 

moved under them. As of 2016, there were 520mm active 

annual users of Alipay. 

 Key merchants: Taobao, Tmall, Ctrip, Weibo, Didi 

Chuxing, millions of offline merchants (per People.cn), and 

millions of SMEs in Alibaba’s ecosystem. 
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Ant Financial’s leading breadth and scale 

2. Tenpay (Tencent) 

Payment arm of Tencent, encompasses WeChat Pay (launched in 2013, inside WeChat) 

and QQ Wallet (inside QQ, also a social chat platform that came about before WeChat). 

As of 2016, there were 600mn monthly active users. 

The launch of WeChat red packets in 2014 and the use of 

WeChat Pay in the rise of online ride-hailing (Tencent had 

backed on of the key companies which subsequently merged 

to form Didi Chuxing) helped Tenpay gain tremendous 

momentum and market share from Alipay. 

Key merchants: JD, Didi Chuxing, Meituan Dianping, 

Watsons, 7-Eleven, eLong, and more than 700k offline 

merchants (per “Cash-Free Day” on Aug 8th, 2016). 
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So what does WeChat Pay and Alipay look like? 

 

Various functionalities readily available on Wechat Pay and Alipay mobile versions 

3. Lufax (Shanghai Lujiazui International Financial Asset Exchange, Lu.com) 

Founded in September 2011 by Ping An Insurance Group, and started with P2P lending 

as the only product. It is currently the largest P2P lender and wealth management 

platform in China with over $24b of loans on its books. Lufax makes money by taking a 

4% fee when matching borrowers and investors. 

 More than 31 mm registered users 

 As a division of Ping An (one of 

China’s largest insurance companies), Lufax 

uses Ping An’s balance sheet to guarantee 

all of its loans, a foundation of trust and 

security that no other Chinese P2P player 

can claim. Lufax uses a proprietary risk 

model to determine a borrower’s risk. 

 The company has since branched out 

of P2P lending, becoming a much broader 

platform that works together with funds, insurance companies and financial 

license holders. Currently sells over 4000 products and includes a wealth 

management business. 

 Has aggressive international expansion plans. Singapore is Lufax’s first overseas 

market with launch of Lu International, Singapore’s first wealth management 
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platform that provides a 100% mobile, facial recognition account opening and 

investment process. 

________________________________________ 

The speed and unique ways by which China firms has evolved and innovated has 

captured the imagination of many of us. As we look to the future, there remains several 

questions. Can the China FinTech story be replicated elsewhere, but tailored to the local 

context? What will the face of China FinTech look like as the current disruptors move 

along the maturity curve?What does truly global competition look like, as the likes of 

Alibaba, Tencent, Baidu compete against Google, Amazon and Facebook? 

The next few years will be truly exciting. 

________________________________________ 

Thank you to the following resources listed below: 

https://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21717393-advanced-

technology-backward-banks-and-soaring-wealth-make-china-leader 

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2018/02/08/whats-happening-with-

chinas-fintech-industry/ 

Report: The Rise of China FinTech, Goldman Sachs, August 2017 

Report: FinTech in China, Hitting the Moving Target, Oliver Wyman, 2017 

Report: The Rise of FinTech in China, Redefining Financial Services, Joint Report by EY 

and DBS, Nov 2016 

Crunchbase 

url: https://medium.com/wharton-fintech/fintech-in-china-an-introduction-6b11abd9cb64 

 

^Top^ 
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What The Largest Global Fintech Can Teach Us About What’s Next In Financial 

Services 

 

CBInsights 

October 4, 2018 

 

Ten years ago, Alipay was just a rapidly growing online payments service. Today, Alipay 

is the modern gateway to Ant Financial's ecosystem of financial services, from wealth 

management and insurance to lending and credit scores. 

As the financial affiliate of Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba Group, Ant Financial 

encapsulates a fintech ecosystem that starts with its dominant mobile payments service, 

Alipay, and expands into credit scoring, wealth management, insurance, and lending. 

 

At $150B, the current valuation of Ant trumps the market capitalizations of leading 

financial institutions around the world, from Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley to 

Banco Santander and The Royal Bank of Canada. 

 

 
 

As China undergoes a cashless revolution, many view Ant as a mobile payments 

company. 

But Ant  — which today counts nearly 600M Alipay users, plus 110M+ Alipay partners 

across 15 countries — is much bigger than payments alone. 

100M+ users use all 5 of Ant’s key functions, meaning that they not only use Ant’s 

payments function to make everyday purchases, but also use Ant to take out loans, buy 

insurance, check credit scores, and invest assets in Ant’s money market fund — Yu’e 

Bao. 
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That’s not to say Ant doesn’t face its share of challenges. In the last year, Chinese 

regulators have clamped down on China’s burgeoning fintech sector. Ant has responded 

by curbing some of its services, including the financial uses of its credit scoring product, 

Sesame Credit, and lowering daily withdrawal limits for Yu’e Bao users. 

Ant is also focusing more and more on the “tech” (rather than the “fin”) side of fintech. 

It considers tech services to be an enormous market opportunity. This summer, Reuters 

reported that in 5 years, tech services (including online risk management and fraud 

prevention for financial institutions) will make up 65% of Ant’s revenue, compared to 

34% in 2017. 

Ant’s tech services include instruments for financial partners such as biometric IDs and 

image recognition tools for auto claims. 

In this analysis, we trace the evolution of Ant Financial, from its beginnings as a rapidly 

growing online payments service to its position as a multi-faceted financial services giant 

today. 

 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

 The rapid rise of Alipay 

 Ant’s financial products 

o Wealth management 

o Insurance 

o Lending 

o Credit scoring 

 The effects of regulation 

 Open platform strategy 

 Globalization strategy 

 Looking ahead 

 

The rapid rise of Alipay 

In 2004, Alibaba Group launched Alipay to support online payment transactions on 

Alibaba.com and Taobao.com. Alipay quickly become the leading online payments 

service provider in China, claiming more than 50% market share and 47M users by 2007, 

according to Alibaba Group. 

To understand the fast rise of Alipay, it’s important to understand the backdrop to 

payments in China. 

Low credit card penetration: China has just .31 credit cards per capita, vs. 2.5 credit cards 

per capital in the US. Notably, card payments accounted for $5.7T of US transaction 

volume in 2015. Because credit cards were not widely used in China, Alipay’s escrow-

based system and broad accessibility resonated with consumers. 
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Weaknesses of China’s banking system and state-owned enterprises: In China, banks set 

strict requirements around credit card applications and lack strong tech expertise or 

direct-to-consumer relationships. As the designated online payment service for the 80M 

users on Alibaba’s Taobao marketplace (by 2008), consumers naturally adopted Alipay. 

China’s transition to a consumption-driven economy: In what’s often referred to as “the 

consumer upgrade,” China’s consumers are increasing spend on travel, household goods, 

dining, fashion, and more. By 2008, Alipay was increasingly becoming an accepted 

payment method for retailers and service providers outside Alibaba’s ecosystem. 

When Alipay hit 100M users by 2008, China’s transition to a smartphone-based economy 

was just starting to take place. Between 2008 and 2014, China’s mobile internet users 

grew from 118M to 557M. At the same time, Alipay’s market share in China’s mobile 

payments industry grew to 83%. 

 
 

Since then, a couple critical drivers have enabled Alipay’s mobile growth, and the growth 

of China’s mobile payments industry overall. 

The first was the transition of e-commerce from online to mobile. 

As China’s smartphone growth ballooned, Alibaba and other leading e-commerce 

platforms in China started to aggressively promote and market mobile shopping. The 

result was a near total transition of consumer interactions on Alibaba’s marketplaces to 

the smartphone. 

In 2011, Alibaba’s mobile e-commerce penetration in 2011 stood at less than 15%. By 

2015, it had grown to close to 50%. In 2018, Alibaba’s mobile e-commerce penetration is 

expected to reach close to 85%, meaning that people are most commonly buying things 

on their smartphone. 
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P2P money transfers also helped drive mobile payments in China. In 2014, Tencent 

created the WeChat Red Envelope feature, followed by Alipay’s launch during the 2016 

Chinese New Year. The product, which allows users to seamlessly send small amounts of 

money to others in the form of Chinese Red Envelopes (or hongbao), drastically changed 

how users engaged with virtual money transfer functions. 

By 2016, China’s mobile payment volume originating from personal application 

functions (including transfers between accounts) grew to $6.5T. 

 

 
 

The WeChat Red Envelope feature also enabled competition for Alipay in the form of 

Tencent’s mobile wallet, WeChat Pay. 

While Alipay dominated the early rise of mobile payments in China, WeChat Pay used 

the combination of product innovation and partnerships with high-frequency mobile 

marketplaces — including Didi Chuxing and Meituan-Dianping — to establish market 

share. 
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These growing use cases for mobile payments in the everyday lives of Chinese 

consumers catapulted China’s mobile payment volume from $1T in 2015 to $15.5T in 

2015, with WeChat Pay and Alipay making up a whopping 92% of China’s total mobile 

payment volume as of Q3’17. 
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Ant’s financial products 

In October 2014, Alipay was rebranded as Ant Financial 

While mobile payments made up the bulk of Ant’s revenue in its first 10 years 

(accounting for 54% in 2017), Ant’s decision to add additional financial services 

products to its platform has broadened its opportunity to bring in more revenue per user. 

In this sense, Alipay’s mobile payments service is now starting to act merely as the 

gateway to Ant’s broader suite of financial services. 

WEALTH MANAGEMENT 

Perhaps Ant’s savviest moves have been in wealth management. Noticing that Alipay 

users were leaving leftover money in their Alipay wallets, Ant acquired a small fund 

manager called Tianhong Asset Management in 2013. 

The move was aimed at launching Yu’e Bao, a digital money market fund platform 

allowing Alipay users to invest idle cash sitting in their virtual wallets. Yu’e Bao quickly 

grew to become the largest money market fund in the world, with over 400M users and 

$211B assets under management today. 

 

 
 

Beyond Yu’e Bao, Ant also operates Ant Fortune, a marketplace that pairs China’s asset 

management companies with consumers. 

Notably, Ant claims 116 — nearly all — of China’s mutual fund asset management 

companies sell products on Ant Fortune to its 180M users. This is notable because Ant 

sees strong margins on its marketplaces where it charges financial institutions fees for 

tech and services. 

More recently, Ant Fortune has looked to expand the breadth of wealth products on its 

platform. In August, Ant Fortune announced it would put 14 target-date retirement funds 
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on its platform, which allow users to allocate a pool of investments to varying degrees of 

risk based on when an investor is expected to retire and cash out. 

 

 
 

INSURANCE 

Insurance is another financial category where Ant uses a marketplace model to serve its 

hundreds of millions of consumers. 

Ant claims that 392M users annually use Ant’s insurance marketplace to find thousands 

of products sold by over 80 Chinese insurance companies. Like Ant Fortune, Ant’s 

insurance services also see strong margins, charging insurers tech and service fees to be 

featured in its marketplace. 

This is a different insurance strategy from Tencent, which has largely opted to strike one-

off partnerships for customized insurance solutions through its online insurance agency 

WeSure. Launched in November 2017, WeSure has struck partnerships with insurers 

such as Taikang Life, to launch a healthcare product called WeMedicare Insurance, and 

MetLife China to launch an aviation accident insurance product for Chinese travelers. 
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LENDING 

In lending, Ant offers three major financing services: 

Ant Micro-Loan: The credit loan service arm of Ant’s private commercial bank, 

MyBank. The platform provides micro-credit loans to small businesses in China and 

issued loans to 3M applicants by mid-2016. 

JieBei: A consumer credit loan service for Ant users with high Sesame Credit scores 

(600+). JieBei claims to hand out, on average, 3000 yuan (roughly $440 USD) to 

consumers each month, driving consumption on Alibaba’s shopping marketplaces. 

Huabei: Huabei, or Ant Check Later, was launched in April 2015 to allow users to buy 

items with credit with no-interest installment repayment. HuaBei claimed 80M active 

users at the end of 2016. 

Ant has put an emphasis on the impact artificial intelligence has in driving its loan 

success. In an article in Harvard Business Review, Ming Zeng, Chairman of Alibaba’s 

Academic Council, noted that Ant’s use of algorithms to process the huge amount of 

transaction data generated by small businesses on its platform has allowed it to lend more 

than $13.4B to nearly 3M small businesses. 

 

 
 

CREDIT SCORING 

Launched in 2015, Sesame Credit (or Zhima Credit) provides a private credit scoring and 

loyalty program system using data from Alibaba’s services to compile its score. Because 

China lacks a reliable credit system like FICO in the US, Sesame provides its consumer 

and business users with a score from 350 to 950 and may reportedly be used in China’s 

forthcoming social credit system. 

Together, these financial services categories make up the Ant Financial ecosystem. 
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The effects of regulation 

One of the biggest topics in China’s fintech sector in 2018 has been the impact of 

regulation. 

In peer-to-peer lending, for example, regulators have set forth a number of laws and 

regulations aimed at regulating the explosion of the industry. Such rules reportedly have 

helped cut the number of P2P lenders in China by half. 

Regulation has also had an effect on Ant’s growth. One of the most notable examples of 

this was Ant’s decision to limit the growth of its money market fund Yu’e Bao. 

With Chinese regulators exploring new licensing and minimum capital requirements 

rules, Ant imposed a ceiling of RMB 100K per individual, down from RMB 1M as it 

looked to reduce investment risk. In May 2018, Yu’e Bao went further, lowering its daily 

withdrawal limit from RMB 50K to RMB 10K. The average amount users have invested 

in Yu’e Bao is RMB 3,300. 

These measures have had a significant effect on Yu’e Bao’s AUM. At the end of Q1’18, 

Yu’e Bao had $266B AUM. By the end of Q2’18, that had fallen $55B to $211B AUM. 

Ant has also taken steps to curb the use of Sesame Credit scores for financial use cases. 

In January 2018, Ant was punished for automatically enrolling users into its credit rating 

system and, a month later, Sesame Credit stopped servicing unlicensed financial 

businesses, including certain banks, consumer finance companies, and online 

microlenders. 
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Today, Sesame is largely used for non-financial purposes, such as credit checks for bike 

rentals and visa approvals. Ant portfolio company Hellobike, for example, offers a 

deposit-free bikeshare service in 180+ cities for users with a 650+ Sesame Credit score. 

Finally, Ant has taken steps to curb asset-backed securities in its consumer lending unit. 

With the consumer upgrade in China creating a surge of demand for Ant’s consumer 

credit products, Ant has created a structure in which it packages its loans into asset-

backed securities, which it then sells to investors. 

As regulators required lenders to consolidate securitized products on their books, Ant saw 

a big drop-off in ABS issuances. 

 

 
 

Ant’s open platform strategy 

One of the key tenets of Ant’s strategy is its focus on providing an open platform for 

existing financial institutions to leverage Ant’s technology and tap into new users. As it 

shifts its revenue focus away from primarily financial services, Ant is prioritizing the tech 

services it provides to banks, asset management companies, and insurers. 

For example, asset managers offering target-date retirement funds on Ant Fortune have 

access to analytics to target customers as well as AI-based services like automated e-

brochures. 

This is the most important aspect in understanding the plausibility of Ant’s $150B 

valuation: Ant doesn’t need to rely on payments for profitability if it can use payments as 

a gateway into its financial services ecosystem, where it charges financial institutions 

tech and service fees with high margins. (Recall 100M+ Ant users use all five of its core 

financial services.) 
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Ant’s open platform strategy and moves into tech services show that the company is not 

afraid to lose money in acquiring users into its ecosystem. 

One of Ant’s key focuses for acquiring users is offline payments. In Q1’18, Ant swung to 

a big quarterly loss by promoting offline mobile payments, ranging from fast food to 

department stores to public transportation. 

 

 
To ensure that financial institutions view Ant as a strategic partner rather than a rival, Ant 

is promoting new technologies and collaboration. One example of this was Ant’s decision 

to launch two new money market funds operated by external parties (Zhong Ou and 

Bosera Funds) as alternatives to Yu’e Bao. 

In the insurance industry, Ant has encouraged insurers to operate on its marketplace by 

developing new tools for insurers. These include an image recognition tool for assessing 

car damages and a car insurance tool that quantifies a car owner’s risk analysis into a 

numerical score. 
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Ant has also pursued more partnerships with China’s major banks to provide technology 

services, including transaction, security, financial intelligence, and customer engagement 

tools. 

 

 
 

As more Chinese consumers begin using the internet to access financial services beyond 

payments, Ant is betting that its pervasive mobile payments service will lead users into 

its marketplaces, enabling strong financial growth into the future. 

 

Ant’s globalization strategy 

Looking to the longer term, Ant is focused on expanding its presence globally to drive 

growth. In an earlier talk, Alibaba Group executive vice chairman Joseph Tsai remarked 

that the overall vision for Ant Financial is to enable its users to make purchases and 

transfer funds globally. 

“If you have a network of partners that are all on the same technology stack, 

interoperability is not a problem. In the future, someone who uses the Philippines version 

of Alipay could come to Hong Kong and shop at any store that accepts Alipay. That’s the 

vision.” — Joseph Tsai 

Ant’s globalization strategy to date has focused on striking partnerships and making 

minority investments with local partners. Southeast Asia, in particular, has been a major 

focus as Ant hopes to link its technology into partners across markets including Thailand, 

Indonesia, and the Philippines. 

More recently, Ant has looked to Latin America for new partnerships. In March 2018, 

Ant partnered with Openpay to expand its footprint in Mexico. 
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In some cases, Ant has helped its partners by investing in ecosystem development around 

them. In India, for example, Ant has made a major investment in India’s leading mobile 

wallet Paytm. After seeing success with Paytm in India, Alibaba invested in Paytm Mall 

(now valued at ~$2B), the online retail branch of Paytm Group. Paytm Mall is targeting 

$10B in gross merchandise volume by March of 2019. 

Ant also invested $200M in India’s food delivery app Zomato, valuing the company at 

$1.1B. Zomato reported 3M monthly orders in July 2017. 

Looking ahead, it wouldn’t be surprising to see Ant foster more ecosystem development 

with its local partners across Asia. 
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Looking ahead 

In many ways, Ant is transitioning into its next stage as a company. 

While Ant is still very much synonymous with mobile payments in China, the fintech 

giant is expanding. Increasingly, Ant is putting more of focus on optimizing its financial 

institution partners with technology, as more Chinese consumers look to fintech services 

to make investments, buy insurance, and take out loans. 

Earlier this year, Ant said that it planned to push back an initial public offering, noting 

that it was unlikely that the company would pursue an IPO by the end of 2019. Many 

speculate that Ant’s model is challenged by regulation and increasing competition with 

rival WeChat Pay. 

But as Ant continues to evolve, it wouldn’t be surprising to see Ant substantially deepen 

its influence and impact in financial services, as payments becomes the gateway, rather 

than the focal point. 

 

url: https://www.cbinsights.com/research/ant-financial-alipay-fintech/ 

 

^Top^ 
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China to Tighten Rules on Five Financial Giants 

 

November 3, 2018 

WSJ 

By Stella Yifan Xie and Chao Deng 

 

 
Ant Financial is the world’s most valuable financial technology startup. PHOTO: -

/AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE/GETTY IMAGES 

 

China’s central bank is placing new regulations on the financial sector to tame runaway 

growth, beginning with five conglomerates including Ant Financial Services Group, as 

Beijing signals its resolve to curb risk even as economic growth slows. 

Ant Financial, the world’s most valuable financial technology startup, retail and property 

giant Suning Commerce Group and three government-backed firms—China Merchants 

Group, Shanghai International Group and Beijing Financial Holdings Group—will face 

stricter capital-reserve requirements and risk-management rules under a pilot program, 

according to the official Xinhua News Agency. 

The new rules are expected to be rolled out for all financial holding firms during the first 

half of 2019, Xinhua said, citing an official with the People’s Bank of China. 

Beijing’s two-year campaign to tackle rising debt has slowed as the economy slumped to 

its weakest growth in a decade and as a trade dispute with the U.S. threatened to hurt 

Chinese exports. But policy makers appear determined to move ahead with reining in 

privately-owned financial behemoths that expanded aggressively in recent years. 
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Analysts say they are concerned about ensuring stability in the broader economy and 

protecting the state-owned banking system. 

The PBOC, in its annual China Financial Stability Report published Friday, said it aims 

to cool rampant growth of firms operating in at least two financial sectors, prevent 

systemic risks and clean up dubious activities that have harmed investors and exacerbated 

capital flight. 

The central bank report criticized some nonfinancial firms for “blind entrance” to the 

financial industry and obtaining various licenses in banking, insurance, asset management 

and payments without employing senior executives with sufficient knowledge of finance. 

“They obtained massive funds through this way and used part of the money to boost 

registered capital, while shuffling some other parts to group members or to support 

overseas expansions through related party transactions,” the report said. 

The new rules will prevent the use of words like “finance” or “financial holding” in 

company names without regulatory approval. Firms will need to boost capital reserves 

and avoid putting the same capital pool to multiple uses, as well as meet new debt-to-

asset ratio requirements. Neither the central bank nor Xinhua specified reserve and debt 

requirements. The Wall Street Journal previously reported that regulators aim to bring 

rules for conglomerates in line with those for commercial lenders. 

Financial holding firms will also need to make their shareholding structures more 

transparent and avoid shuffling funds between units and transactions among related 

parties, the central bank report said. 

Under a relatively lax regulatory environment over the past decade, a number of 

nonfinancial Chinese firms have waded into multiple financial sectors and achieved 

breakneck expansion because they weren’t subject to rules applying to traditional 

institutions like banks. 

Some of them have already begun to scale back their ambitions. Beijing has pressured 

aviation and hotels giant HNA Group Co. to dispose assets including stakes in Chinese 

banks and trusts and Deutsche Bank. Authorities have seized control of privately-owned 

Anbang Insurance Group Co., and prosecuted a number of financial executives including 

former Anbang chairman Wu Xiaohui and Lai Xiaomin, former chairman of state-owned 

China Huarong Asset Management Co. 

Financial regulators are also reining in business at the intersection of internet and finance, 

especially investment products that have attracted overwhelming numbers of ordinary 

investors. 

Owned by Jack Ma, Ant Financial this year took steps to curb inflows to its giant money-

market funds to address regulatory concerns. The fund has shrunk in size although it 

remains the world’s biggest of its kind. Ant’s microlending units have extended hundreds 

of billions of dollars in loans to small-business owners and individuals, but analysts 

expect their growth to slow as regulatory rules tighten. 
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=8+->*8.83*.4-,./-:1@14651:-7.5*:40[-\+-86]-6517.+1/-+,1-]674:̂/-4.7B1/+-26810

2.7D1+-9;8:<-],*3,-,./-2671-+,.8-_[̀-+7*44*68-0;.8-abcdd-C*44*68e-*8-.//1+/[-f,1

3625.80-86]-/17@1/-2671-;/17/-+,.8-/621-69-Y,*8.̂/-4.7B1/+-C.8D/<-],*3,

+,12/14@1/-.71-368/*:171:-B46C.4-/0/+12*3.440-*2567+.8+-9*8.83*.4-*8/+*+;+*68/-C0

+,1->*8.83*.4-?+.C*4*+0-g6.7:<-.8-*8+178.+*68.4-C6:0-+,.+-268*+67/-+,1-B46C.4

9*8.83*.4-/0/+12[

f,1-81]-7;41/-967-9*8.83*.4-,64:*8B-3625.8*1/-]*44-371.+1-/+7*3+17-71h;*71218+/-68

3.5*+.4-.:1h;.30-7.+*6/<-41@17.B1-7.+*6/<-367567.+1-B6@178.831<-/,.71,64:17

h;.4*9*3.+*68/-.8:-+7.8/.3+*68/-]*+,-.99*4*.+1-3625.8*1/<-Y.*Z*8-41.781:-1.74*17[

=8+->*8.83*.4-:*:-86+-362218+-68-+,1-2.++17[-i6]1@17<-.-517/68-*8/*:1-+,1

3625.80-+64:-Y.*Z*8-+,.+-.4+,6;B,-=8+->*8.83*.4-,./-2.80-5.7+817/<-91]-.71

368813+1:-+,76;B,-1h;*+0-/+.D1/<-/6-*+-:61/8̂+-,.@1-+,1-714.+1:j5.7+0-7*/D/-/118-*8

+7.:*+*68.4-9*8.83*.4-,64:*8B/-3625.8*1/-/;3,-./-f626776]-i64:*8B/-Y6[-k+:[-.8:

=8C.8B-\8/;7.831-A76;5-Y6[-k+:[

l1B;4.+67/-/,6;4:-71h;*71-2671-+7.8/5.71830<-C;+-6;B,+-+6-/5.71-+,1-3625.80-9762

3.5*+.4-71h;*71218+/-+,.+-]6;4:-/46]-+,1-3625.80̂/-:1@1465218+<-+,1-517/68-/.*:[

l*/D/-*8-9*8.83*.4-,64:*8B/-3625.8*1/-B71]-./-+,10-+66D-.:@.8+.B1-69-.-71B;4.+670

@.3;;2-+,.+-.446]1:-+,12-+6-54.0-+,1-71B;4.+67/-699-681-.86+,17<-+7.8/917-26810

C1+]118-C;/*81//1/-+6-9;8:-.3h;*/*+*68/<-.8:-/144-576:;3+/-+,.+-7*/D1:-;8:172*8*8B

+,1-/+.C*4*+0-69-+,1-9*8.83*.4-/0/+12[

Y,*8.̂/-9*8.83*.4-71B;4.+67/-:68̂+-,.@1-.-341.7-:19*8*+*68-69-],.+-368/+*+;+1/-.

9*8.83*.4-,64:*8B-3625.80<-m-n68Bo*.8<-3,*19-9*8.83*.4-.8.40/+-.+-+,1-g.8D-69

Y622;8*3.+*68/<-+64:-Y.*Z*8-1.74*17<-/;BB1/+*8B-+,.+-.80-3625.80-+,.+-6517.+1/

C;/*81//1/-*8-WPLGIFTRJIFKPIRLGRHIPOIOQJRJSG<-/;3,-./-C.8D*8B<-*8/;7.831<

/13;7*+*1/-.8:-+7;/+/<-/,6;4:-C1-368/*:171:-681[

pIKRqIOPLKRLU
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*+,-./01234/2+45104,165,40142+7-62+4/..4865/596/.4:1.;65,491<=/56+34014:/>+40:+

3/<+49/=60/.4/;+7-/9?42/061@4/4=+23154A60:4B51A.+;,+41840:+49+502/.4C/5BD34;2/80

2-.+3401.;4E/6F65G4H-04I504J65/596/.D34>/26+;4.65+34184C-365+3346592+/3+40:+

91<=.+F60?4184812<-./065,43-=+2>6312?4<+/3-2+3G

K:+54I504J65/596/.LC/9B+;415.65+4C/5B4M?H/5B4633-+34/33+0LC/9B+;43+9-2606+3@

0:+4263B4634=26</26.?49/226+;4C?4653060-0615/.465>+30123@43/6;4N6/14H65,@43+56124>69+

=2+36;+504/04K+..34J/2,1D34H-365+334O62+904O6>63615G4P1A+>+2@4I504J65/596/.D3

=/?<+504/5;492+;604391265,4C-365+33+34/88+904/4<-9:4C21/;+243=+902-<4184-3+23@431

0:+?45++;4<12+430265,+5043-=+2>63615G

I80+240:+4QRRS4865/596/.4926363@42+,-./0123430/20+;4014C265,4./2,+4865/596/.491<=/56+3

0:/04;15D040/B+4;+=136034-5;+240:+6243-=+2>63615@4/43+56124865/596/.4+F=+204/040:+

K12.;4H/5B401.;4E/6F65G

TE:65/D34<1>+3401A/2;4=6.104=21,2/<348124515C/5B4865/596/.4:1.;65,491<=/56+3

3:1-.;4C+4-5;+23011;4821<40:634=+23=+906>+@U40:+4=+231543/6;G

*+,-./01234/2+4-5.6B+.?4014633-+42+,-./0615340:/04A1-.;43<10:+240:+491<=/5?D3

,21A0:@43/6;4K/5,4V6/5,@4/43+56124>69+4=2+36;+504/04K+..34J/2,1G4TI504J65/596/.

/5;4K+E:/04W/?4:/>+415.?4X-30430/20+;40:+624650+25/0615/.6Y/06154=-3:4/5;45++;401

91<=+0+4A60:4,.1C/.49/2;412,/56Y/061534/5;491<=/56+34.6B+4W/?W/.@U4:+43/6;G

Z[\]̂[]\_̀ab[\

c840:+486>+491<=/56+346540:+4=6.104=21,2/<48124865/596/.4:1.;65,491<=/56+3@

I.6C/C/L/886.6/0+;4I504J65/596/.46340:+415.?415+4.65B+;4014/54650+25+0491<=/5?G4d:+

10:+24862<34659.-;+49+502/.L,1>+25<+50L1A5+;4E:65/4M+29:/5034e21-=@4=26>/0+

91<=/5?4f-565,4P1.;65,34e21-=4E1G4g0;G@4/5;40A1430/0+L1A5+;4+50+2=263+3G

I.6C/C/D34</65491<=+06012@4d+59+504P1.;65,34g0;G@4A/345104659.-;+;46540:+4=6.10

=21,2/<4;+3=60+4:/>65,430/B+34654/45-<C+24184865/596/.4862<34659.-;65,415.65+

C/5B4K+H/5B@4J-0-4f+9-2606+3@4P1AC-?4J-5;4/5;4K+E:/04W/?G

I.6C/C/D3430/B+34654865/596/.4862<34659.-;+415.65+4C/5B4M?H/5B@4h-58+5,

J65/596/.@4d6/5:15,4I33+04M/5/,+<+504E1G4g0;G@4i:15,I54c5.65+4WjE4k53-2/59+

E1G4g0;G@4I.6=/?@4/5;43</..4.1/53491<=/56+34P-/C+64/5;4l6+C+6G
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GHIJKLMKNOPQRSMTLQMKLRQUVWNLRJVTXLSWKLTRKYLQRLQLRVZK[L\ORLWK]L̂VWQW_VQPLVẀOTRMa

_SZYQWVKTLTJSOP̀L\KLVW_PÒK̀LQTLKQMPaLQTLYSTTV\PK[bLQLYKMTSWL_PSTKLRSLMKNOPQRSMT

RSP̀LcQVdVWe

fWRLgVWQW_VQPLQẀLSRJKMLVWRKMWKRL̂VWQW_KL̂VMZTLJQhKLKdYQẀK̀LMQYV̀Pa[LTSZKRVZKT

MQ_VWNLQJKQ̀LŜLMKNOPQRVSWTe

gSMLKdQZYPK[LRJKLMQYV̀L̀KhKPSYZKWRLŜLRJVM̀iYQMRaLYQaZKWRLTKMhV_KTL]QTL̂OKPK̀LVW

YQMRL\aLPQdLMKNOPQRVSWTLRJQRLQPPS]K̀L_SZYQWVKTLRSL̀KYSTVRL_OTRSZKML̂OẀTLVWL\QWUT

RSLKQMWLQLJKQPRJaLMKROMWe

fPRJSONJLRJKL_KWRMQPL\QWULQRRKZYRK̀LRSL_KWRMQPVjKLRJKLZQWQNKZKWRLŜL̀KYSTVRTLŜ

_OTRSZKML̂OẀT[LfPVYQaLQẀLkKcJQRLlQamTL_OTRSZKML̂OẀTLJQhKLTRVPPLKdYQẀK̀LRS

nooL\VPPVSWLaOQWL̂MSZLpooL\VPPVSWLaOQWLTVW_KLRJKL\KNVWWVWNLŜLRJKLaKQM[LcQVdVWLJQT

PKQMWK̀eLIJKLTOZLQ__SOWRTL̂SMLZSMKLRJQWLqorLŜL_OTRSZKML̂OẀTLJKP̀L\aLQPPLRJVM̀i

YQMRaLYQaZKWRLYPQR̂SMZTLVWLcJVWQe

sS]KhKM[L\aLRJKLKẀLŜLtOWK[LRJVM̀iYQMRaLYQaZKWRLYPQR̂SMZTL]VPPLKẀLRJKVM

QNMKKZKWRTL]VRJL\QWUTLQẀLRMQWT̂KMLQPPL_OTRSZKML̂OẀTLRSLRJKL_KWRMQPL\QWUe

uvwxyzx{|}~v|x}|{���{��yvLHPVOdVQS�_QVdVWe_SZX
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Meet the New Ant Financial, a Technology Services Company 

 

September 21, 2018 

TechNode 

By Emma Lee 

 

 
 

Until recently, Ant Financial is most commonly known as the parent of China’s default 

payment app Alipay, and therefore, a financial service in the eyes of most. However, the 

Alibaba affiliate is gradually finding a new position as a technology services company. 

By outsourcing all of its technical capabilities that have been mastered by running 

Alipay, the company is turning traditional financial service providers from competitive 

rivals to cooperative clients. 

Ant Financial is opening up its technology capabilities to financial service institutions for 

them to solve problems in financial security, massive financial transactions, and 

blockchain applications announced Hu Xi, Deputy CTO of Ant Financial and Partner of 

Alibaba Group, at The Computing Conference. Open technology capabilities are 

expected to become the core monetization model of Ant Financial, according to the firm. 

 

Started out as Alipay, Ant Financial tries to solve all the basic technical problems since 

its inception in 2004. After opening up its payments services to a wide range of online 

and offline businesses, Ant Financial announced an “Internet Booster” plan in 2015 to 
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support the digital transformation of traditional financial institutions by sharing Ant 

Financial’s technological capabilities. The new announcement marked the company’s 

effort to speed up the initiative in providing standardized and comprehensive technical 

solutions to all the financial services. 

Ant Financial’s technology-based solutions allow financial institutions to deliver 

services, from payments to risk management efficiently, all at scale. In payments, for 

instance, Alipay was able to process a record-breaking 256,000 transactions per second at 

the peak of the 2017 Single’s Day Shopping Festival. 

The company has already partnered with over 200 financial institutions around the world, 

including over 100 banks such as Commercial Bank of China, China Merchant Bank, 

MyBank— China’s 1st commercial bank with core system running on a distributed 

architecture—over 60 insurers and north than 40 funds and securities. 

For Ant Financial, the change also underlines a shift in the nature of its clients, from 

individual customers, where it already takes a grip through Alipay, to financial 

enterprises clients. Hu explained that a transition from customer-faced (2C) to business-

faced (2B) business comes in line in a changing landscape in China. 

“The past two decades, relatively the span of China’s internet history, was a period when 

customer-faced services experience a quick boom. Back then, there’s no digital 

infrastructure in China, so 2C service is a good place to start. But today’s China is under 

urgent need to increase efficiency, no matter it takes the form of a push to increase 

production capacity, upgrading traditional manufacturing industry or consumption 

upgrading. Digitalization of enterprises is a possible solution for it,” says Hu. 

At the same time, Alibaba’s established foothold in the 2C market is expected to benefit a 

2B foray thanks to deep industry insight and vast business connections. 

Looking forward, Hu also touched on some of the technical explorations and challenges 

in the future, suhc as real-time secure computing on top of a large volume of IoT data, 

giving AI financial grade capabilities, pursuing continuous availability with zero data 

loss, making the digital world secure and trustworthy, and giving everyone a reliable 

digital identity. 

 

url: https://technode.com/2018/09/21/ant-financial-technology/ 

 

^Top^ 
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A Surprising Number of Countries Now Accept WeChat Pay or Alipay 

 

December 10, 2018 

Tech in Asia 

By Julianna Wu 

 

People in China love paying with their phones. Inside China, Alipay and WeChat Pay – 

tied to the country’s biggest ecommerce platform and the country’s biggest chat app, 

respectively – are used so widely that even beggars accept handouts via QR codes. 

Most mobile payment apps in China use QR codes or the barcode-like squares you’ve 

probably seen on ads and billboards. To pay, customers either scan a merchant’s code, or 

let the seller scan their personal codes. 

With so much of the domestic market taken by the two giants (backed by Alibaba and 

Tencent), now they’re looking to expand abroad – and are getting help from the 

increasing number of Chinese tourists. 

On November 27, WeChat Pay announced that they will partner with Line Pay to make it 

easier for Chinese tourists traveling to Japan. 

It’s part of an extremely rapid expansion plan. Earlier this year, state media reported that 

WeChat Pay was only available in 20 different countries and regions (excluding mainland 

China). But just nine months later, that number is now 49. 

In February, reports said Alipay could be used in 38 countries and regions back in 

February 2018. By November, that number reached 42. (38 countries or regions accept 

both.) 
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It’s hard to picture just how huge these products are. In their latest earnings report, 

Alibaba said Alipay’s “domestic annual active users exceeded 700 million, almost 70 

percent of which used three or more categories of Ant Financial’s services.” (700 million 

is almost twice the population of the United States.) 

That speaks to another reason for their popularity. Besides having enormous backing, 

Alipay and WeChat Pay are so successful because they can do much more than just pay 

for shopping. Many other types of monetary transaction are now possible via the apps. 

 
 

But it’s shopping that the apps are best known for, and that’s where both companies are 

continuing to add features to aid Chinese tourists. For example, you know the sales tax 

refund you can get in some places when you shop as a tourist? It’s a process that can be 

quite complicated and annoying. But now both WeChat Pay and Alipay are rolling out 

the ability to get your sales tax refund from right inside the apps. 

url: https://www.techinasia.com/surprising-number-countries-accept-wechat-pay-alipay 

 

^Top^ 
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Fintech companies are reshaping the way Chinese 

consumers pay, borrow and invest. Innovators from 

Tencent and Ant Financial to JD and Ping An have 

muscled in to the financial sector and are offering 

everything from easier and faster ways to pay with 

just a swipe of a smartphone to creating attractive online 

saving products and loans. With consumers’ financial

needs unmet by traditional banking and the help of 

cutting-edge technology, vast new profit pools are being

created. In the first of our series on The Rise of China 
FinTech, we focus on unique trends investors need to 

understand and the emergence of electronic new 

payment methods that have become a crucial gateway

for innovators’ closed-loop ecosystems.
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China FinTech in numbers

THIRD-PARTY PAYMENT GROWTH

$155bn $11.4trn
Third-party payment value in China grew more than 74X 

from 2010 to 2016. About 16% of that is consumption-

related. 56% is peer-to-peer transfer. (p. 22-29)

INTERNET LENDING

Total internet loan balance outstanding in China grew 

more than 36X from 2013 to 2016. But in context it is small 

compared to China’s gigantic financial system, at only 0.8% 

of total social financing.  (p. 13)

$4bn $156bn

Alibaba mentioned the word ‘ecosystem’ 95 times in 

their 2016 annual report. Similar mentions are observed 

from other leading FinTech players Ping An, Tencent, JD, 

Baidu etc. For context, ICBC mentioned the word ‘FinTech’ 

or ‘Internet’ 22 times. (p. 13) 

INTEGRATION MINDSET

95

PRIVATE CAPITAL OWNING 

INFRASTRUCTURE

Private companies (non-state 

owned) own >60% of the new 

centralized clearinghouse for 

online payments.

The largest shareholders besides the Central Bank and the 

State Administration of Foreign Exchange are Ant Financial 

(9.61%) and Tencent (9.61%). This compares to China’s 

existing basic infrastructure, which are state-owned. (p. 16)

INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION

Chinese consumers can use their 

favorite third-party payment method 

outside of China at physical retailers in 

28 countries and regions. (Alipay: 28; 

Tenpay: 15). (p. 18) 

28

Retail consumption paid via third-

party payment companies is 

growing and now comprise 40% of 

retail. (US: third-party 7%; total 

cashless 75% by 2015). We expect this 

to rise to 68% by 2020. (p. 55-56) 

40%

CASHLESS

PAY WITH YOUR PHONE

Third-party payment done via 

mobile devices account for 75% of 

the total payment value. For 

context, 20% of the US e-

commerce payment is via mobile 

devices. (p. 23) 

75%

In China, traditional bank cards’ average 

transaction size of US$930 is almost 10X 

larger than third-party payment’s average 

transaction size of $88. (p. 24) 
10x

TRANSACTION SIZE

14bn virtual ‘red packets’ (China’s traditional cash-

filled red envelope that people give each other during festivals) 

were exchanged via WeChat Pay on Chinese New Year’s Eve 

in 2017. (p. 43) 

GAMIFICATION OF CASHUSER BASE

3.4bn There are in total 3.4bn third-party

payment accounts in China (2016). 

(p. 47) 

Alipay: 520mn 

(Mar 2017)

Tenpay: 600mn 

(Dec 2016)

For context, Paypal

has 197mn users 

globally (Dec 2016)

>60%
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Portfolio Manager’s Summary 

Regulatory changes and new technologies are re-shaping China’s banking activities. The 

pace and magnitude of the development is vastly different versus the rest of the world. A 

group of hybrid tech/finance companies, such as Ant Financial, Tencent, JD and Ping An 

have emerged at the heart of China’s financial industry, making financial services more 

convenient and accessible for consumers. This has resulted in China leapfrogging from a 

world where consumers largely relied on cash, to cashless or even cardless transactions, 

paying, borrowing and investing, all through their smartphones. We expect the changes to 

continue over the next 5-10 years, with new entrants emerging and new profit pools being 

created. Within this report – our first in a series – we lay out addressable markets with large 

untapped consumer demand, then explain three key shaping trends that investors need to 

understand about the China FinTech space before looking at individual business lines, such 

as the high integration, evolving regulations and internationalization. Lastly, we focus on 

third-party payment, an area with the most innovations so far, through ‘real-world’ cases 

and a deep dive into business models. In our view, payment is a crucial gateway to most 

other services, and where the innovators have gained the strongest footholds in China.  

Untapped consumer demand drives FinTech opportunities: 

Historically, the traditional banks in China focused more on serving the state-owned 

enterprises, leaving the financial needs of consumers and SME’s underserved. As China’s 

economy slows, consumer spending has become pivotal to transform the economy that 

was heavily reliant on investment. Some innovators, before they enter the financial sector, 

had already built a sizeable consumer (and SMEs) user base in their core businesses. To 

name a few: Ant Financial (33% owned by Alibaba, China’s largest e-commerce platform) 

and Tencent (tech giant who owns China’s most popular messenger app WeChat), or Ping 

An (China’s largest non-state owned financial company with a focus on consumer). With 

the help of technology and the initially supportive regulatory environment, the innovators 

were able to tap into and expand their existing user base, and capture the unique 

opportunity set of Chinese consumers. We highlight these addressable markets:  

 Payment: US$4.6 trillion in 2020E in consumption-related third-party payment

value, from US$1.9 trillion in 2016. The key drivers would be e-commerce growth and

increasing penetration in offline retailers as third-party payment replaces cash.

 Lending: US$764 billion in 2020E in loan balance from non-traditional players

(internet lenders and consumer finance companies), from US$156 billion in 2016. The

majority of the addressable market comes from consumers (US$480 billion) –  China’s

consumer credit is only 7% of GDP vs 20% in the US in 2016 (excluding mortgages).

 Investing: US$11.9 trillion in 2020E in financial asset under management, from

US$8.3 trillion in 2016. We note that the innovation in the asset management industry

is still at an early stage – much of it is happening within or driven by the incumbents

themselves. So it would be too early to define what is non-bank and what is not.

Key trends that are shaping the China FinTech Ecosystem 

 Integration: A few hybrid tech/finance companies have started to dominate the space

by owning the entire supply chain and distinctive ecosystem around it. Others are

trying to enter as they strive to close the loop of their own. The ‘integration’ mindset

defines how Chinese entrepreneurs view their strategy, competition and profitability.

 Regulation: Regulation plays a vital role in determining the future evolution. In China

it is still pro-growth, but getting more sophisticated in risk management/customer

protection. Private capital has uncharacteristically high participation in the FinTech

infrastructure build-out vs other industries. We will pay particular attention to the

evolving regulations and dynamic balance between regulators and innovators.

Why read this report?  

See five real-world 
case studies for 
payments on pages 
25-26, 43, 48, 53 

Infographic on China 
FinTech ecosystem: 
Pages 6-7 

List of key players: 
Page 9 

Total addressable 
market 

Trend #1: Integration 
 New conglomerate
 Ecosystem
 Closed-loop

Trend #2: Regulation 
 Pro-growth
 Risk management
 Private capital

participation
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 International: Chinese FinTech players started to expand overseas for a broader user

base. Local conditions – legacy infrastructure, regulation, demographic and culture

norms – will dictate the adoption. We point out low hanging fruit (leveraging Chinese

tourists) and explore early cases in exporting their technology standards (QR code).

Exhibit 1: Total Addressable Market by 2020E  

Source: iResearch, National Bureau of Statistics, WIND, PBOC, CBRC, the Asset Management Association of China, China Trustee Association, Goldman Sachs 
Global Investment Research  

Our takeaways for third-party payment 

 Enablers of growth: The combination of 1) technology 2) digitization of money 3) low

fees 4) unique infrastructure set-up 5) proliferation of e-commerce and social platform

allowed China to leapfrog from cash to cashless, or even cardless transactions. The

addressable market is large and the share is shifting rapidly. New technology is also

expanding the pie in markets that were historically underpenetrated by banks.

 $11bn annual consumption-related revenue/fees pool to be created by 2020E:

Immediate revenue opportunities come from B2C payments, which is just a small

portion of the overall payment value. Monetization initiatives for other transactions

(mainly C2C) are still in the early stages. Direct profitability might not be the big

players’ top priority, as payment is often viewed as the gateway for their integration.

 Disruptors and competitive landscape: 40% of the retail consumption today in China

is done via third-party payments. Alipay and Tenpay now dominate the space with 84%

market share, but sizeable players from other industries are joining the race.

Key debates for future 

1. Monetization: Direct profits from payment are thin in China, due to low fees, high competition and marketing

spending. However, payment serves as a key infrastructure for the big players’ ecosystem by granting targeted

access to users, and profitability remains secondary. Future monetization will likely come from targeted advertising,

consumer financing and wealth management.

2. Regulation: There is an increasing need for regulators to monitor the money flow via the closed FinTech

ecosystems and payment is the starting point. However, instead of simply banning this activity, regulators are

working with the payment companies as that’s where the technology know-how lies. This creates unique access for

private capital in the next generation of financial infrastructure.

3. Fee competition/M&A: We expect fee competition to intensify and expect to see more M&As in the payment

space, as players in adjacent industries scramble for payment licenses to close their own loop, and banks

themselves catch up in innovation.

*For investment, the traditional asset managers have been investing/acquiring AI based services and expanding online distribution channels. 

We see great uncertainty around the final market structure between traditional and non-traditional players.

Consumption-ralated payment value   Loan balance outstanding Financial Asset Under Management

Third-party 
Payment 

$4.6trn

Investment* (traditional and 
non-traditional players)

$11.9trn
Consumer 

credit, 

$480bn

SME loan, 

$284bn

Internet 
Lending

Trend #3: International 
 User base
 DM vs EM

Third-party payment: 
payment processed by 
non-bank firms 

The market created: 
$11bn annual fee pool 

Third-party payment in 
China is replacing cash, 
not only cards; See our 
case study on page 20. 
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1. Key players in the China FinTech space have built highly integrated business models and closed-loop

ecosystems, both with their offline businesses, and along the entire financial supply chain, owning payment to

lending and wealth management and even credit scoring. A few big hybrid tech/finance companies have started

to dominate the space. By contrast, companies in the West have typically concentrated on one or just a few

particular core business lines (such as Visa and MasterCard, or disruptors like PayPal and Lending Club). (p. 12-

13)

2. Private capital started to own (at least part of) the next generation of financial infrastructure, while

historically most of China’s existing basic infrastructures are owned by the government. For instance, Ant

Financial and Tencent each owns 9.61% of Wanglian (China’s new centralized clearing house for all online

payment). They are the third largest shareholders, just after the Central Bank and the State Administration of

Foreign Exchange (34% combined). (p. 16)

3. Third-party payments in China are replacing cash, not only bank cards, and are widely in small ticket-sized

and high frequency transactions. This is starkly different from most developed world where one of the most

persistent uses of cash remains the purchase of small ticket items.  We estimate that about 40% of the retail

consumption in 2016 was done via third-party payments. (p. 23-24)

4. Chinese consumers are not only embracing third-party payments at home, but have also taken their favorite

payment method abroad. Third-party payments are available at physical retailers in at least 28 countries for

Chinese travelers. They can even have VAT (value-added tax) refunded directly to their e-wallet on the same day

when they travel abroad (at most EU airports and Korean airports). (p. 18)

5. QR codes, the two-dimensional barcode that never really took off in the West, dominates the daily payment

scene of the Chinese way of life. It has made significant progress abroad too, as according to the SCMP, EMVco

(“a consortium of smart payments collectively owned by American Express, Visa, MasterCard and UnionPay”,

adopts it as an industry standard of payment format in July 2017. (p. 24-25)

6. An average Chinese consumer has 3.6 debit cards, but only 1 out of 3 of them has a credit card. The low credit

card penetration but extremely high debit card penetration sets a unique stage for digital payment to grow.

(p. 39)

7. 16% of the US$11.4trn third-party payment value (TPV) is consumption-related –  that is the major direct fee

contributor for payment companies, when compared with C2C transactions (56% of the TPV but usually free of

charge). (p. 29)

8. Third-party payment fees are much lower in China vs most other countries. For instance, Alipay/Tenpay

charges a merchant 38-60bps for receiving money from a customer, while PayPal charges 290bps + US$0.3.

(p. 38)

9. The net spread for a typical third-party payment processor is 0.1%-0.4% per transaction. For context, PayPal’s

net spread is 1.8% in 2016. The direct profit from payment processing is thin, unless the payment companies have

other channels for monetization within their ecosystem. (p. 33)

10. There have been at least 40 M&A deals in the third-party payment sectors since 2012. There are still 250+

third-party payment licenses available, but only 120 of them are allowed to handle online payment – out of which,

we believe there are only 20-40 licenses that are not already been bought by or associated with a sizeable player

from adjacent industries. (p. 64-65)

10 things that may surprise you…

Future of Finance: The Rise of China FinTech



Note:
1.By agreement, subject to regulatory approval. 2. By agreement, subject to regulatory approval,  after JD Finance’s spin-off deal is
completed. 3. 44% equity and convertible bonds equivalent to 11% stake. All numbers are as of July 2017.

Publicly listed companies

China FinTech - Key Players
A sample of companies with exposure

Payment

Alipay 100% Ant Financial 33%
1 Alibaba Group

Tenpay 100% Tencent
China UMS 60% China UnionPay

99Bill 96% Wanda Group

Ping An E-wallet 77% Ping An Group
CPCN 92% China UnionPay

JD Pay 100% JD Finance 40%
2 JD.com 15% Tencent

China PnR

Lakala 31% Lenovo Holdings
Yifubao 60% Suning Commerce Group 18% Suning Appliance Group

Union Mobile Pay 100% Qingdao Haili Metal One
Baofoo 100% Mandao Financial Service

Baidu Wallet 100% Baidu

Internet lending

Lufax 55%
3 Ping An Group

Yirendai 84% CreditEase Holdings

Alibaba Micro Loan 100% Ant Financial 33%
1 Alibaba Group

MYbank 30% Ant Financial 33%
1 Alibaba Group

WeBank 30% Tencent
Tenpay Micro Loan 100% Tencent
JD Finance 40%

2 JD.com 15% Tencent
Baixin Bank 30% Baidu
EloanCN 33% Lenovo Holdings
Hongling Capital

Renrendai

Dianrong Standard Chartered
Ppdai

Online savings/investment

Tianhong Asset Mgmt. 51% Ant Financial 33%
1 Alibaba Group

Ant Fortune 100% Ant Financial 33%
1 Alibaba Group

Lufax 55%
3 Ping An Group

Licaitong 100% Tencent
JD Wealth Mgmt. 100% JD Finance 40%

2 JD.com 15% Tencent
Tiantian Fund Distrn. 100% Eastmoney
MachineGene Inv. 100% China Merchants Bank

Personal credit scoring

Zhima Credit 100% Ant Financial 33%
1 Alibaba Group

Qianhai Credit 100% Ping An Group
Tencent Credit 100% Tencent
Kaola Zhengxin 32% Lakala 31% Lenovo Holdings
China Chengxin Credit

Sinoway Credit 15% Tsinghua University

Online-only insurance

16% Ant Financial 33%
1 Alibaba Group

12% Tencent
12% Ping An Group

Cloud computing

Alibaba Cloud 100% Alibaba Group
Tencent Cloud 100% Tencent
Ping An Cloud 100% Ping An Group
Jcloud 100% JD.com
Baidu Financial Cloud 100% Baidu

Zhong An Online P&C

Source: Company data, compiled by Goldman 
Sachs Global Investment Research
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Sizing the addressable market: Untapped consumer demand 

We see underpenetrated markets for underserved consumers in three core 

businesses of traditional financial services: payment, lending and investing…  

Payment: We focus on payment in the rest of this report. Whilst we estimate that the TPV 

of consumption-related third-party payment will reach US$4.6trn (Rmb31.6trn) by 2020E 

from US$1.9trn (Rmb13trn) in 2016 and the annual revenue/fee pool to be US$11bn 

(Rmb75.8bn), we also highlight the importance of payment services to gain customer 

account relationships as well as transaction data, which in turn offer payment companies 

opportunities to tap into consumer lending and investing. 

Our analysis is based on the following key assumptions. 1) By 2020E, 68% of the retail 

consumption would be processed by payment companies, from 40% in 2016. This assumes 

that China’s digitization of money by 2020 reaches a similar level of US in 2016. This 

implies that China would need to accomplish in 4 years what took US 14 years (2002-2016). 

2) We see further downward pressure on the take rate in the next few years, given the

regulatory tightening, introduction of the new clearing house, and more competition from 

players in other industries trying to enter the payment space.  

We are also aware of a couple of caveats of our method. Please find the details in page 56.  

Lending: We estimate the consumer lending opportunity will be driven by the (still) fast 

consumption growth as well as the large underserved cohort including c.360mn rural 

workers, c.170mn migrant workers, 37mn college students as well as some of the c.70mn 

blue collar workers. We forecast total balance outstanding of consumer credit (excl. 

mortgages) to grow from US$841bn (Rmb5.8trn) in 2016 to US$1.9trn (Rmb13trn) in 

2020E, among which internet lending (incl. P2P and consumer finance from internet 

giants) to increase from US$100bn (Rmb691bn) to US$480bn (Rmb3.3trn).   

China’s consumer credit is significantly underpenetrated at 7% of GDP vs 20% in the US. In 

particular we see untapped market in 1) subprime-borrower cash and consumption loans; 

and 2) small-ticket consumption loans.  

The core of a lending business is to price the credit and liquidity risks. We see significant 

potential value added for big-data-based credit pricing to traditional lending services. 

However this is yet to be tested over time and through cycles. We also believe that 1) the 

ultimate number of winners may be much smaller than the vast number of disruptors who 

claim to own the best algorithm already; and 2) A win-win scenario for incumbents and 

disruptors is more likely than a disruptive one, given the nature of cumbersome capital, 

liquidity and regulatory requirements of a lending business may not fit the aspirations of a 

tech company.  

In addition, we also see a US$284bn TAM for underserved SMEs through internet lending 

by 2020E. 

Investing: We forecast China’s total financial asset under management should increase 

from US$8.3trn or Rmb57trn (incl. Rmb16trn bank wealth management products which is 

more of a savings product) in 2016 to US$11.9trn or Rmb82trn in 2020E, driven by 

Chinese households’ fast wealth accumulation as well as potentially higher wealth 

allocation to financial assets. We see opportunities for FinTech companies in 1) distribution 

of financial products; and 2) Artificial-Intelligence-based (AI-based) investing advisory 

services. Incumbent asset managers have also been investing/acquiring AI-based service 

and expanding online distribution channels and we still see great uncertainty around final 

investing market structure. 

Third-party payment 
TAM by 2020E: 

Consumption-related 
TPV: US$4.6trn 

Revenue/fee pool: 
US$11bn 

Internet lending TAM 
by 2020E: 

Consumer credit (excl. 
mortgages) balance: 
US$480bn 

SME loan balance: 
US$284bn 

Investing TAM by 
2020E: 

Financial asset under 
management: 
US$11.9trn 
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Exhibit 2: We expect China’s digitization of money by 

2020E to reach a similar level of US in 2016.  

Exhibit 3: We estimate the consumption-related third-

party payment value to reach Rmb31.6trn by 2020E.  

Source: Euromonitor, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research Source: iResearch, National Bureau of Statistics of China, Goldman Sachs 
Global Investment Research 

Exhibit 4: Consumption growth and credit penetration 

are likely to drive consumer credit  

Exhibit 5: We expect consumer credit balance through 

internet lending to grow from less than Rmb700bn in 

2016 to over Rmb3trn in 2020E.  

Source: PBOC, Federal Reserve, WIND, datastream, Goldman Sachs Global 
Investment Research 

Source: PBOC, WIND, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

Exhibit 6: China’s per capita wealth management AUM 

likely to grow with further wealth accumulation  

Exhibit 7: Overall, we estimate the total AUM of intrinsic 

AM in China to reach Rmb82trn by 2020E  

Source: Worldbank BCG, Nomura Research Institute, Korea Financial 
Investment Association, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

Source: CBRC, the Asset Management Association of China, China Trustee 
Association, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 
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Key shaping trends #1: Integration 

A group of hybrid tech/finance companies have emerged at the heart of China’s 

financial industry. The integration commences at the core businesses (usually non-

finance), and extends to the entire finance supply chain from payment to lending to 

wealth management. We juxtapose the ecosystem with that in the US and Japan, 

examine the differences, briefly explain why and assess the likely future path. 

One of the most important characteristics investors need to understand about the 

China FinTech ecosystem is the high level of integration, both with offline businesses 

and along the entire finance supply chain. The companies with early success have built a 

distinctive ecosystem along the entire finance supply chain - and more importantly – linked 

to their core value proposition to Chinese consumers. This ranges from tech giants Alibaba 

(BABA)/Ant Financial (an Alibaba affiliate; Non-listed), Tencent (0700.HK), JD.com Inc (JD), 

Baidu (BIDU), to financial conglomerate Ping An (2318.hk), or even the real estate mogul 

Wanda. This contrasts with firms in the West like Visa (V) and MasterCard (MA), or digital 

disruptors like PayPal (PYPL) and Lending Club (LC) that focus mostly on one or just a few 

particular core business lines and no offline integrations. 

But why? Conglomerates in China are not a new phenomenon. They have frequently 

grown since the era of the planned economy, partly because of opportunism and partly 

because they had little choice. The need to own the entire supply chain, for some of them 

at least, is for growth. After they successfully accumulated a sizeable user base in their core 

business lines, firms naturally expand into adjacent industries for growth. But it is mainly a 

response to inefficient markets, weak infrastructure and underdeveloped legal system and 

lack of trust. In a country where the market is underpenetrated and the existing 

infrastructure is incomplete, it makes sense to bring as many processes as possible inside 

the firm. Given underdeveloped consumer protection mechanism, consumers in this part 

of the world have also preferred bigger firms with recognized brand names – which, in 

most cases, mean ‘one-stop solutions’. The macro environment in the past few years was 

also favorable for the FinTech industry - initially free from regulatory oversight, the return 

on capital was high vs traditional banking (mainly for lending), given much less risk capital 

requirement. This attracted investors searching for yield in a low interest rate environment. 

New entrants to challenge the established ecosystem: We are seeing other companies 

currently outside of the FinTech ecosystem either directly or indirectly start entering the 

FinTech space as they strive to close the loop within their own supply chains, especially in 

the payment area. Payment is often considered by the entrepreneurs the initial touch point 

with consumers and a crucial gateway to most other services. Examples are consumer 

group-buying platform Meituan Dianping, or online discount retailer Vipshop (VIPS). 

Historically, these companies have relied on Alipay/WeChat Pay to process their payments, 

but have recently entered the payment business on their own. It is too early to say whether 

these new entrants will be successful in challenging the existing order, but we highlight 

that new, large, private entrants cannot be ruled out of the current landscape or ecosystem. 

The ‘integration’ mindset will continue to define how Chinese entrepreneurs think 

about their strategies. We believe the conglomerate structure and the ‘integration’ mind 

set will continue to shape how Chinese business leaders think about their overall strategies, 

or how they evaluate the value and return of specific business lines – always in context of 

the whole ecosystem, and rarely by individual lines. This probably explains why companies 

invest heavily in the payment businesses, although the profit profile is rather unattractive. 

Companies view payments as the basic infrastructure – a crucial gateway to close the loop 

for their distinctive ecosystem, and to grant targeted access to users and direct them to 

more profitable businesses within the ecosystem, and profitability comes secondary. This 

is a key debate for payment that we will revisit in later chapters of the report.  

A FinTech East vs West 

dichotomy 

Why integration? 

 Growth

 Efficiency

 Consumer behavior

 Return on capital

Alipay: owned by Ant 

Financial, an Alibaba 

affiliate 

WeChat Pay: owned by 

Tenpay, a wholly-owned 

subsidiary of Tencent 
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The integration mind set 

Did you know?  In these companies’ 2016 annual reports.... 

 95 times: Alibaba mentioned the word ‘Ecosystem’

 35 times: Ping An mentioned the word ‘Integrated finance/financial’, ‘Ecosystem’, or ‘One-stop’

 13 times: Tencent mentioned the word ‘Ecosystem’, or ‘”Connection” strategy’, or

‘Connection/connected’*

 13 times: JD mentioned the word ‘One-stop’ or  ‘Comprehensive’*

 10 times: Baidu mentioned the word ‘Ecosystem’

 22 times: ICBC mentioned the word ‘Internet’ or ‘FinTech’*

Note*: Strategy product-related context only, excluding accounting/legal/technical terms  

Although the FinTech sector had seen significant growth in the past few years, the combined market share of today is 

still a fraction of China’s colossal financial system, and the regulators are still generally pro-growth – but we believe the 

final form of the FinTech ecosystem will likely be very different from the current form we observe today. We believe it’s 

likely the government, through many forms including regulatory bodies, will continue to play a big role in the future. It 

is crucial for us to watch the regulatory direction from here. 

Exhibit 8: Total payment value (TPV) of third-party 

payment firms is 13% of that of bank card transactions. 
Third-party payment TPV as % of bank card in China  

Exhibit 9: Internet lending grew exponentially since 

2013, but small compared to the total social financing.
Internet lending as % of total social financing in China   

Source: PBOC, WIND, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research Source: PBOC, WIND, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 
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As % of 
TSF

0.03% 0.10% 0.42% 0.79%
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Key shaping trends #2: Regulation 

Regulation plays a vital role in determining the future evolution. Over the years, the 

FinTech regulatory environment has shifted from the initial free hand to promote 

growth, to a more balanced approach. These regulatory trends will be detailed in 

each of our Rise of China FinTech reports. We expect it to continue to evolve, 

especially with private capital’s uncharacteristically high participation in 

infrastructure build-out, and the nascent nature of the industry.  

The regulatory environment has supported innovation, especially in 2013-2015. Due to 

historical protection and strict regulation, traditional financial institutions (especially banks) 

have mainly served state-owned enterprises (SOEs), and are moving slowly with a 

continuing structural mismatch between supply and demand. This generates a relatively 

uncompetitive environment, with consumers and small businesses’ financial needs largely 

underpenetrated. Higher regulatory costs and lack of infrastructure (such as personal credit 

scoring systems) also hindered banks from entering the space. As China’s economy enters 

the ‘new normal’, a largely investment-and-SOE-led economy is no longer sustainable, and 

consumer spending and SME growth are becoming more pivotal drivers. With that macro 

backdrop, the government and regulators have explicitly expressed support for financial 

innovation and internet finance since 2013, and imposed far less regulatory constraints vs 

banks until recently. 

Exhibit 10:  The regulatory environment has in general supported innovation, but started to get more sophisticated in 

risk management.  
Quotes on internet finance from the Report on the Work of the Government by Premier Li Keqiang  

Source: State Council of the PRC, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

The tightening trend of the regulatory environment will increase regulatory costs, 

although overall the regulatory environment is still supportive. Initially free from regulatory 

oversights, the FinTech industry boomed and with the rapid growth came fraud and 

dangerous funding models, especially in the internet lending space. As risks events started 

to occur, Chinese regulators started to put more emphasis on market order, healthy 

development, and risk management. In a series of announcements from Jun 2015 to Oct 

"...encourage the healthy development of e-commerce, industrial networks, and

Internet banking, and to guide Internet-based companies to increase their presence in the 
international market...

...channel great energy into developing inclusive finance... "

2015

"...be fully alert to the buildup of risks, including risks related to non-performing

assets, bond defaults, shadow banking, and Internet finance....

...encourage large and medium commercial banks to establish inclusive finance 

departments... "

2017

"...work to see that Internet finance develops in line with regulations ...

...make a major push to develop inclusive and green finance... "
2016
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2016, the government laid out a comprehensive overarching framework, defining who and 

how they will regulate each business verticals within the ‘internet finance’ industry, putting 

more checks and balances on FinTech companies’ business practices, especially on 

compliance, funding models, as well as consumer protection. On May 15, 2017, the central 

bank introduced a new FinTech committee, who will be responsible for coordinating 

between different financial regulators and industry participants. Regulators are constantly 

reviewing and revising the existing rules, and in some cases creating opportunities for 

incumbents. For instance, a recent CBRC regulation update suspended internet lending 

companies access to the student loan market, but instead encouraged banks to provide 

such services, a market that banks were previously not allowed to enter. 

The unique closed-loop ecosystems of the big players also call for more sophisticated 

regulatory oversight and greater efforts in ensuring transparency. Indeed, it is already 

possible for the few big players to create credit within their closed ecosystem, and 

completely outside of the central banks’ system. Thus, there is an increasing need for 

monitoring. An important milestone will be the establishment of the centralized clearing 

house for all third-party payments, Wanglian, in March 2017 – which is still in test-run stage 

and expected to clear all third-party payments in the long run. This will wend the current 

arrangements where most third-party players connect to each bank directly and effectively 

circumvent regulator oversights on transaction natures and fund flows.  

We do not believe these measures are targeted to suppress innovation, but we do believe 

this would add speed bumps and induce significant business model changes for some 

players. We believe that the regulatory costs for FinTech companies will increase 

significantly over the next few years, thereby reducing return on capital to a more 

normalized level. Part of the lower return on capital should be compensated by the 

increase of the revenue pool. Scale will become more important in that context - and we 

might see waves of consolidations, especially within the payment and lending space.  

Exhibit 11: Regulators have laid out and keep updating their framework for regulating the “internet finance” industry 
Overview of the regulations on internet finance in China  

Source: PBOC, CBRC, CIRC, CSRC, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

PBOC: People's Bank of China

CBRC: China Banking Regulatory Commission CIRC: China Insurance Regulatory Commission CSRC: China Securities Regulatory Commission

Guidance on promoting healthy development of Internet Finance (Jul 2015)

Definition of scope of coverage: Financial institutions and internet companies,  providing capital intermediation, payment, and investment services, and 

related-information intermediary services.

Government approach: Promote building of basic infrastructures by industry participants, encourage technology adoption and innovation, broaden financing 

Regulation: Aug 16

Key approaches:

1. Emphasis on 
platform function;

2. Requirement to use 
banks as custodian of 
funds;

3. Cap loan size;

4. 13 non-compliant 
activities.

Regulation: Aug 15

Key approaches:

1. Brought into CSRC
supervision;

2. Define authorized 
participants and 
licensing criteria.

Regulation: Oct 16

Key approaches:

1. Customer protection 
by centralized custody 
of clients' reserve;

2. Risk management 
by establishing 
Wanglian, a centralized 
clearing house for 
third-party payment.

Regulation: Mar 16

Key approaches:

1. Broaden financing 
channel;

2. Encourage the use 
of interbank market for 
liquidity;

3. Encourage asset 
securitization.

Regulation: July 15

Key approaches:

1. Relax geographic 
restrictions for certain 
products;

2. Define applicable 
products;

3. Define non-
compliant activities and 
actions.

Regulation: Jul 16

Key approaches:

1. Separation of funds 
with payment activities;

2. Increase scrutiny on 
risk and return 
disclosure.

Internet lending Crowdfunding Internet payment
Online consumer 

finance
Online insurance

Online mutual fund 
distribution

CBRC CSRC PBOC CBRC CIRC CSRC

Establishment of FinTech Committee by PBOC (May 2017) - to strengthen FinTech research planning and to act as an overall coordinator.

RegTech: active adoption of big data, AI, cloud computing and other technology to  improve cross-industry/ cross-market risk identification / prevention.
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Private capital now has a seat at the table, and technology is the key enabler 

Although the regulatory shifts might introduce changes to some disruptors’ business 

models, we note that private capital has uncharacteristically high participation in the 

FinTech infrastructure ownership, and it will therefore likely have a bigger voice in 

influencing future policy directions. Most of China’s existing basic infrastructures (bridges 

and roads/electricity grids), regardless of industries, were built and owned by SOEs or 

government agencies, and hence eventually the government. But we point out that a few 

big players in the FinTech industry have not only built a sizeable user base for the next 

generation of financial infrastructure, but also started to own them. Indeed, some 

innovators have come a long way making themselves more indispensable with a real 

technological advantage. We believe this could have implications on future industry 

structure/directions, technological standards as well as customer ownerships. 

One of these early examples is Wanglian, China’s newly established centralized clearing 

network for all third-party payments. The largest shareholders besides the Central Bank 

PBOC and the State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE) are Ant Financial (9.61%) 

and Tencent (9.61%). This is in stark contrast with China’s only card network UnionPay, 

which was built and still owned by PBOC and SOE Banks, and hence eventually the 

government.  

Private participation in infrastructure of this scale is almost unprecedented in other 

industries in China. We think this is because – in order to regulate in the digital age – the 

regulators need to work closely with disruptors (who are often private companies instead 

of SOEs), as that is where the technology know-how and processing power lies.  

We emphasize that regulating the FinTech industry is a dynamic balancing act and we 

might see regulations constantly evolving through trial and error. Owing to the nascent 

nature of the business model and the public-private collaboration, it would be difficult to 

surmise the policy directions. Thus, we believe it is important to track the development of 

how a few early initiatives evolves (such as the payment clearing house), as it could have 

deep implications for regulating the rest of the FinTech industry.  

Exhibit 12: Private companies are playing a bigger role in China’s FinTech infrastructure for the first time.  
Alipay and Tenpay are the largest shareholders of China’s only clearing house for all online payments, besides PBOC and SAFE. 

This compares to China’s only card network, UnionPay, built and owned by PBOC and SOE banks. Data as of 2017.  

Source: Company data, Sina, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

China UnionPay Wanglian (sole clearing house for all online payment)

152 45

2.93 2

25% by 6 main shareholders:

China Banknote Printing and Minting (4.86%)

China Construction Bank (4.78%) China National Clearing Center (12%)

Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (3.84%) Wutongshu Investment Platform (10%)

Agricultural Bank of China (3.84%) Shanghai Clearing House (3%)

Bank of China (3.84%) Shanghai Gold Exchange (3%)

Bank of Communications (3.84%) China Banknote Printing and Minting (3%)

National Association of Financial Market Institutional 

Investors (3%)

Joint-stock commercial banks such as: 63% by 38 non-bank payment companies such as:

China Merchants Bank, Shanghai Pudong Development 

Bank, Postal Saving Bank of China, China CITIC Bank, 

China Guangfa Bank, Everbright Bank, Ping An Bank, 

Hua Xia Bank, Industrial Bank, Minsheng Bank, etc.

Alipay (9.61%)

Tenpay (9.61%)

JD Pay (4.71%)

35 other payment companies (<3% each)

Municipal commercial banks, credit cooperatives and non-

bank institutions

Payment and Clearing Association of China (3%, 

representing other small & medium-sized payment 

companies)

34% by 6 national institutions, including affiliates of 

PBOC and State Administration of Foreign Exchange

Number of shareholders

Capital (Rmb bn)

Main shareholders
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Key shaping trends #3: International 

Chinese FinTech players have started to expand overseas to reach a broader user 

base. Local conditions – legacy infrastructure, regulation, demographic and culture 

norms – will dictate the adoption. It remains to be seen whether they can replicate 

their success abroad. We explore in this report the current progress in globalization, 

and point out some low hanging fruit (use by Chinese tourists) and early cases in 

exporting technology/business know-hows.   

Chinese tech giants accelerated global expansion and overseas investment in the past few 

years. This is partly a natural progression as China plays an increasingly important role in 

global consumption and global trades, but also driven by the companies’ rising need in 

finding the next growth area and broadening their user base. For example, Alibaba made 

globalization one of their key strategic goals in the next two decades, aiming to reach 2bn 

consumers globally by 2036 – They currently have 537mn e-commerce customer (annual 

active customers), 454mn of which comes from their domestic market China. For context, 

Amazon had 310mn active customers as of 1Q2016.   

The low hanging fruit are the Chinese globetrotters. We believe the easiest way for 

Chinese FinTech companies to expand overseas is to leverage on their existing user base – 

Chinese consumers. As 120 mn Chinese citizens travel overseas every year, they will bring 

with them their preferences for payment channels. We observe initial success following the 

footsteps of Chinese globetrotters' payment channel. From there, Chinese companies may 

leverage the groundwork laid by Chinese overseas travelers in payment, to build up their 

overseas lending and wealth management presence.  

Some examples of overseas services provided by Chinese FinTech firms include: 

 Payment and e-wallet: Alipay and WeChat Pay - two popular third-party payment

methods in China - are already available at physical retailers in 28 countries / regions

outside of China for Chinese tourists. In many shops, tourists can even purchase on

credit through the virtual credit provided via the payment companies or their partners.

 VAT tax refund: China tourists abroad can credit value tax refunds on their overseas

purchases directly to their e-wallet (e.g. Alipay and WeChat Pay). In most cases, the

refund is instant (T+0). For now, the services are available at most European Union

airports and Korean airports.

 International transfer: Some online payment providers (like Alipay, Tenpay, ChinaPnR,

and 99Bill, etc) offer cross-border remittance or international B2B/B2C/C2C payments

services to Chinese consumers or business owners, usually with lower fee or more

streamlined process. Ant Financial (a private company of which Alibaba has the right

to a 33% equity stake subject to regulatory approval. Ant Financial owns Alipay) is

recently reported by Bloomberg to be bidding for the global money-transfer service

MoneyGram for US$1.2bn. Tencent (owner of Tenpay, with key products WeChat Pay

and QQ Wallet) was also reported to have led the $13mn Series A round in Airwallex,

an Australia-based cross-border payments startup (SCMP).
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Exhibit 13: Alipay and WeChat Pay are already available at physical retailers in 28 countries / regions outside of 
Mainland China 

Countries and regions where Alipay or WeChat Pay can be used at physical retailers  

Countries / regions where Alipay or WeChat Pay
can be used at physical retailers

Note: As of June 2017

Hong Kong

Taiwan

Macau

Korea
Japan

Thailand

Cambodia

Singapore

Indonesia

Vietnam

Malaysia

Philippines

United States

Canada

Australia

New Zealand

Countries/regions where 
Alipay can be used

Countries/regions where 
WeChat Pay can be used

UK

France

Italy

Germany

Finland

Czech
Republic

Netherlands

Belgium

Austria

Source: Company data, Caixin, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research  

For emerging markets, there is opportunity for China FinTech firms to build their 

presence by exporting their technology and management know-hows to local 

partners. For many emerging countries, the experience from China showed that with the 

right infrastructure set-up, the right customer group, technology and timing, it is possible 

to leapfrog from traditional banking (branch/physical asset heavy) to an asset lite/digital-

based business model.  Chinese FinTech firms, now with their ample capital and 

technology know-how, have the opportunity to tap into a broader user base overseas. They 

also have the incentive to do so, especially as the local user base gets more penetrated. In 

many cases, the Chinese investors do not only provide capital, but are also heavily 

involved in the local partners’ strategies, operations and technology set-up.  

We observe some early success with such investment/cooperation, such as Ant Financial’s 

involvement in South East Asia. Ant Financial/Alibaba is among one of the earliest and 

largest international investors in emerging Asia’s FinTech space. They led a series of 

strategic investment in India, Korea and South East Asia.  
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Exhibit 14: Ant Financial (ANT)/Alibaba (BABA) have expanded their FinTech footprint in India, Korea, and Southeast 

Asia. 
Timeline of the overseas investment and partnership of ANT/BABA  

Source: Datastream, Bloomberg, Reuters, Caixin, Digital News Asia, TechCrunch, company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

For developed markets, China offers a vision of the one-stop shop - ubiquitous 

apps/platforms that combine payment, lending and wealth management. Their 

success mirrors what some western tech giants are only now doing. Facebook first 

expanded into messenger services and then to peer-to-peer payments. Apple, Amazon and 

Google, who already have built huge ecosystems around their core business, moved into 

payment in recent years. However, we note that whether the success of Chinese or 

Western companies can be replicated overseas depends on local conditions - legacy 

infrastructure, culture, regulatory environment and availability of capital.  

As we will explain in later sections of this report, Chinese FinTech players’ business model 

is designed specifically to tap into markets where incumbents are less efficient, usually due 

to cumbersome legacy process and high regulatory costs, such as in small-scale consumer 

lending. Their success is enabled by the unique infrastructure set-up, as well as regulatory 

support and the availability of cheap capital in the past few years. In developed markets, 

especially where consumers’ financial needs are better addressed by existing businesses 

and the market order is already established, we think the immediate opportunity for 

Chinese FinTech players remain in serving Chinese travelers overseas financial needs, as 

well as cross-border transfers. Partnership is one way to address such demands. As an 

example, Alipay and WeChat Pay announced in May their entry into US payment space via 

First Data and CITCON respectively.  

Ant Financial Time Feb 2015 Nov 2016 Feb 2017 Feb 2017 Apr 2017 Apr 2017

China Market India Thailand Korea Philippines Indonesia Southeast Asia

1,383
Population 

(mn, 2016)
1,329 66 51 103 259 641

N/A Partner Paytm Ascend Money Kakao Talk Mynt Emtek Lazada

N/A

Investment 

from ANT 

and/or BABA 
US$900mn

1 Amount unknown

US$200mn 

Set up Kakao 

Pay   

Biggest non-

controlling 

shareholder

Set up a JV

Merged 

HelloPay
2
 with 

Alipay

BABA (33%, 

subject to 

approval)

Investors
ANT and BABA 

(40%)
1

True Corp (80%)

ANT (20%)

ANT (stake 

unknown)

ANT (45%)

Ayala (45%)

Globe (10%)

ANT (stake 

unknown)

BABA

(54%)
3

E-wallet and 

payment

personal and 

SME lending

Nature of 

business

E-wallet and 

payment

Cash payment 

card and E-

wallet, micro 

financing

Social network 

and online 

payment

E-wallet, SME 

and personal 

loans

Mobile payment
Third-party 

payment

520
Number of 

users (mn)
4 200+ 20 48 3 63 23

Note:

1. As of Mar 2017; excluding BABA's investment in Paytm E-Commerce in Mar 2017 and Softbank's investment in Paytm reported in May 2017. (Caixin and Bloomberg)

2. Third-party payment platform of Lazada.

3. Alibaba acquired a controlling stake in Lazada for US$1bn in Apr 2016. (Bloomberg)

It is reported by Bloomberg that BABA plans to invest US$1bn more, potentially increasing its stake in Lazada. (not completed and not included in our number)

4. As of Dec 2016 - Apr 2017 for different partners. Active users/buyers for Ant Financial, Emtek and Lazada.

Feb 2015 Nov 2016 Feb 2017 Feb 2017 Apr 2017 Apr 2017
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Third-party payment – Case Studies

QR codes (Quick Response codes) have become an integral part of the Chinese way of life. It is 
most commonly used in China to transfer payment, connect with other users, and as a link for 
content distribution or digital marketing.  In this case study, we illustrate how a typical QR code 
payment transaction works in real life in China.  (p. 25)

How does QR code payment work in China?

In this case study, we examine what an average consumer in China (Shanghai) or the US (New 
York City) can pay for if he/she only has a smartphone (with prevailing third-party payment 
methods enabled), but not a wallet/cash or bank cards.  (p. 26)

Can a phone replace your wallet?

In 2014 WeChat Pay launched ‘red packet’ – a digital twist on China’s traditional cash-filled red 
envelope that people give each other during festivals. The feature went viral. It helped WeChat 
Pay to grow its initial user base and triggered the broader consumer adoption of mobile 
payments, especially C2C transfers.  In this case study, we examine the gamification of cash 
gifting and how that helped the payment adoption. (p. 43)

Gamification of cash gifting

In this case study, we showcase the user interface of WeChat Pay and Alipay, ubiquitous apps 
that handle much more than payment itself, and how they serve as a gateway to other financial 
or non-financial consumer services. (p. 48)

The “one-stop” shop – what do WeChat Pay 

and Alipay look like?

As Alipay and WeChat Pay gradually replace cash and cards in people’s daily transactions, many 
Chinese banks are starting to reexamine their digital strategy and revamping online platforms to 
stay relevant to their end consumers. In this case study, we look into the incumbents’ response 
by comparing WeChat Pay with CCB Mobile Banking platform.  (p. 53)

Incumbents’ response



 

 

 

 

 

THIRD-PARTY PAYMENT

The current state of play

• Sheer size and speed of adoption: China leapfrogging?

(p. 22)

• Third-party payment in China is replacing cash, not only
cards. (p. 23)

o CASE STUDY: How does QR code payment work in
China? (p. 25)

o CASE STUDY: Can a phone replace your wallet? (p. 26)
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Third-party payment: The current state of play 

Sheer size and speed of adoption: China’s leapfrog 

Third-party payment, especially mobile payment, is one of the most notable areas of the 

rise of FinTech in China. In 2016, third-party payment made through third-party processors 

(via desktop and mobile) reached US$11trn in 2016 in China vs. $623mn in the US (In this 

report, we use US$/Rmb = 6.9 flat, the rate as of May 2017). Of course, these comparisons 

might not be apples-to-apples. For one thing, a large portion of the payment value in China 

was peer-to-peer (C2C) transfers for which few services charge explicit fees, while most of 

the US$623mn payment value in the US was likely commercial rather than C2C transfers. 

But even if we only look at consumption-related transactions, the value in China is still 

large at US$1.9trn in 2016 from close to zero in 2010.  

Mobile payment has gained popularity even faster. By 2016, 95% of China’s internet 

users go online via mobile devices, and 68% of them have used mobile payments. 2015 

marks the year where mobile payments finally overtook those via desktop (in value). In 

context, c.80% of the e-commerce payment in US today is still done via desktop. By 2016, 

Chinese mobile payments were nearly 70 times greater than those in the US. Those 

consumption related payments were nearly 8 times greater than in the US.   

Exhibit 15: Third-party payment grew exponentially in China during the past few years 
Total payment value of third-party payment, China vs US (US$ bn)  

Source: iResearch, Nilson Report, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

155
331 392 493 834

1,265
1,906

501 513 508 553 609 616 623552
941

2,053

3,487

11,408

Total payment value of third-party payment - China vs US (US$ bn)

China, consumption-related China, non-consumption US remote electronic payments

6-yr CAGR

China total:
105%

US: 4%

2016E2012 2013 2014 201520112010

China 
consumption:

52%

Note:
1. No directly comparable data in the US. We are using the remote payments data from the Nilson Report as a proxy. The 2016 number is our estimate.
2. Actual number from iResearch.  Non-bank TPV based on PBOC disclosure is $14,387bn. The main discrepancy vs iResearch data is that PBOC
includes UnionPay’s affiliates and some internal money transfers within corporates. The TPV breakdown of China is our estimate based on iResearch.

2

1

Our definition of third-
party payment: 
Payments processed by 
non-bank firms. It is 
usually done via 
desktop, mobile 
devices or non-bank 
terminals. 

Third-party payment 
TPV via mobile (2016): 

 75% of total
 58% of

consumption- 
related
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Exhibit 16: Third-party payment via desktop has grown 

rapidly in China...  
Total payment value of third-party desktop payment (US$ bn)

 Exhibit 17: …but mobile payment has grown even faster 
Total payment value of third-party mobile payment (US$ bn) 

Source: iResearch, Nilson Report, comScore State of the US online Retail 
Economy, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

Source: iResearch, comScore State of the US online Retail Economy, Nilson 
Report, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

Exhibit 18: Mobile payment overtook desktop payment in 

2015 
Total payment value mix of third-party payment in China – 

desktop vs mobile 

 Exhibit 19: In the US, mobile payment is also gaining 

popularity, but desktop payment still dominates the 

market. 
Total payment value mix for e-commerce in the US – desktop 

vs mobile 

Source: iResearch, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research Source: comScore State of the US online Retail Economy, Goldman Sachs 
Global Investment Research 

Third-party payment in China is replacing cash, not only cards 

The explosive growth was initially brought on by the proliferation of online shopping in 

China –  Alipay, the payment arm of Alibaba, was first launched in 2004 by Alibaba an 

internet payment service for the Group’s e-commerce platforms (Alipay now is owned by 

Ant Financial, a partially owned Alibaba affiliate). Others soon caught up, especially with 

the arrival of smartphones and the proliferation of social media and online-to-offline 

services like travel agencies, rides hailing and food delivery apps. There are now around 

250 third-party payment licenses in China (Apr 2017, PBOC). Tencent, the internet giant 

who owns the popular messenger app WeChat, launched a payment function in the 

WeChat app in 2011, and quickly become one of the largest payment players. Baidu, JD, 

Ping An and many others all followed with their own payment app/functions. Sizeable 

players from other industries are getting into the payment businesses, such as Meituan 

Dianping, Vipshop and GOME (an electronic appliance retailer). 

370 456 636 800 793
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530

779

1,171

1,720

2,886

TPV of 3rd-party desktop payment - China vs US (US$ bn)

China, consumption-related China, non-consumption
US remote electronic payments

2016E2015201420132012

US: 2%

China total: 
53%

4-yr CAGR

China 
consumption: 

21%

Note: 
1. The desktop TPV of the US is estimated based on the desktop payment mix in e-commerce.
2. The TPV of China in 2016 is actual number. The breakdown is our estimate based on iResearch.
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TPV of 3rd-party mobile payment - China vs US (US$ bn)

China, consumption-related China, non-consumption
US remote electronic payments
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US: 27%

4-yr CAGR

20132012

China total:
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China
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Note: 
1. The mobile TPV of the US is estimated based on the mobile payment mix in e-commerce.
2. The TPV of China in 2016 is actual number. The breakdown is our estimate based on iResearch.
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See our Case Study on 
Alipay and WeChat Pay 
on Page 48 
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Third-party payments have also moved into physical retailers, including supermarkets, 

restaurants, and many brick-and-mortar shops where bank cards have yet to penetrate. 

Even public services fees, such as the utility bill or traffic tickets, can now be settled via 

mobile phone with just a few clicks. QR codes, the two-dimensional barcode that never 

really took off in the West, have now become a standard for mobile payment in China. 

Users simply open a payment app (usually WeChat Pay or Alipay. WeChat Pay is 

embedded in Tencent’s wildly popular messenger app WeChat), scan a QR code and make 

a payment. It is also as easy for people to send money to each other as it is to send a text 

message – Chinese consumers even do that for fun sometimes. The QR code has made 

significant progress abroad too, as EMVco (“a consortium of smart payments collectively 

owned by American Express, Visa, Mastercard and UnionPay”, adopts it as an industry 

standard of payment format in July 2017 (according to South China Morning Post, July 16, 

2017). Growth was also robust as other internet financial services becoming more popular, 

like online money market funds and peer-to-peer lending. For example, consumers can 

easily move money between their e-wallet and online market funds provided within the 

payment apps. Alipay’s Yu’e Bao has attracted Rmb 1.43trn  assets under management by 

Jun 2017 (Yu’e Bao is an online money market fund provided by Tianhong Asset 

Management, an asset manager 51% owned by Ant Financial). 

As a result, third-party payment in China is starting to replace cash, especially in small 

ticket-sized and high frequency transactions. Chinese consumers have become so 

accustomed to cashless or even cardless transactions – you can easily spend a day in a 

major Chinese city with only your smartphone (with payment apps installed). This is starkly 

different from most developed world as one of the most persistent uses of cash there 

remains the purchase of small ticket items. Typically, these purchases under $20 tend to be 

habitual - which makes the shifts to electronic payments in this category particularly 

difficult. But that is exactly where third-party payment companies excel in China. We 

estimate that about 40% of the retail consumption in 2016 was done via third-party 

payment. Caixin quoted a Chinese bank official, saying that Alipay and WeChat Pay now 

dominate the small ticket (< Rmb 5,000) and high frequency transactions with roughly 80% 

market share.  

We think the fast adoption of third-party payment was enabled by technology, the 

proliferation of e-commerce and social media, but also by China’s late mover advantage in 

digitization of money, unique infrastructure set-up fee structure. We will examine in detail 

in the Enablers of Growth section.  

Exhibit 20: Third-party payment in China tends to have 

much smaller ticket sizes than bank cards… 
Per transaction amount of third-party payment and bank card 

transactions in China 

 Exhibit 21: … and higher frequency.  
Number of electronic payment transactions via third-party 

payment and banks 

Source: PBOC, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research Source: PBOC, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 
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CASE STUDY: How does QR code payment work in China? 

QR or Quick Response codes have become an integral part of the Chinese way of life. It is most commonly used in China 
to transfer payment, connect with other users, and as a link for content distribution or digital marketing. Although the 
QR code method is only one of the many ways in China to handle payments and hardly the most secure one, QR code 
has gained the widest adoption, partly because of the heavy promotion from Chinese tech companies (initially led by 
social network giant Tencent through WeChat). The other reason we believe why QR code payment has taken off was 
the ease of use, low adoption costs, and the lack of existing infrastructure (such as Point-of-Sale terminals), especially 
for small business owners.  

Below we illustrated how a typical QR code payment transaction works in China. 

Exhibit 22: 4 steps to make a QR code payment 

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

1. Select “Scan QR code” function from the app. 2. Scan the QR code with phone camera.

3. Choose payment method and authorize. 4. Payment confirmation

Payment is successful!

You have paid 
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CASE STUDY: Can a phone replace your wallet? 

In this study, we examined what an average consumer in China (Shanghai) or the US (New York City) can pay for if they 

only have a smartphone (with prevailing third-party payment methods enabled), but not a wallet/cash or bank cards.  

Notes: 

*: The ability to use Apple Pay in grocery stores, restaurants, fashion boutiques and for taxi fares are widely available in 

the US, but the penetration is relatively low. 

#: It is possible to pay personal tax or invest in funds with mobile payment method in the US, but we believe the 

adoption rate is low. 

Exhibit 23: What can one pay for with third-party mobile payments?  

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 
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Key payment channels by type of transaction: B2C, C2C and B2B 

Although there are multiple ways to classify payments, we believe they are best 

discussed in terms of commercial channels/type of transactions. People often discuss 

third-party payments without distinguishing between different channels; we think 

that is misleading because each has its own characteristics, drivers and more 

importantly different economics. We identify B2C (Business to Consumer), C2C 

(Consumer to Consumer) and B2B (Business to Business) as the three main payment 

channels in China based on nature of the transaction. Within B2C, we further break it 

down into consumption-related payments and those for online financial products.  

B2C Payments:  

We define B2C payments as any payment made from consumers to businesses in 

exchange for goods and services. Within this category, we further break it down into 

consumption-related transactions and those used to purchase online financial products. 

 Consumption-related payments: We define consumption-related payments as

payment made from consumers to merchants, in exchange for consumer products and

non-financial services. This is arguably the most important type of payments from an

economic perspective. We estimate that consumption-related transactions only

account for a small portion of the total payment value (16% in 2016), but they are the

main fee/profit contributor (if any). It also offers more insight into people’s

consumption behavior, when compared with C2C transactions.  For the purpose of this

report, we will focus more on consumption-related payment unless otherwise

mentioned.

 Payments for online financial products: We define payment for online financial

products as payment made from consumers to purchase online money market funds

or other financial products. This is rather unique to China. Many large payment

companies offer money markets funds or other financial products (usually provided by

a third-party) to users on their platform. One example would be Yu’e Bao offered by

Alipay. Users can move money from their Alipay wallet to Yu’e Bao without a

transaction fee. We believe these transactions are not profit generating since there the

fee so small. In 2016, 27% of the TPV from payment companies went into this category

based on our estimate.

C2C Payments:  

Here we define C2C payments as any payment made from one person to another for any 

purpose (to split a bill, to settle a debt, to give a gift, etc.) other than exchange for goods 

and services. Payment companies usually do not charge customers on those transactions. 

C2C transactions thus contribute very little to the bottom line. In 2016, more than half of the 

TPVs from third-party payment companies are C2C transactions. Because cash payments 

between individuals are virtually impossible to track, the exact size of the C2C payment 

market in China is difficult to estimate. 

B2B Payments:  

It refers to payments made between companies for goods or services rendered. This tends 

to move very slowly given the significant time and cost required to change technology 

infrastructure. Plus the adoption of electronic payments (such as bank transfer) is much 

higher to begin with in the B2B area. We could see significant shift in the long run, 

especially in international B2B payments.  But for now, most disclosure on payment 

company TPV includes only B2B payments related to e-commerce and the growth has been 

relatively slow.  

Yu’e Bao is offered by 
Tianhong Asset 
Management, which is 
51% owned by Ant 
Financial. Most other 
payment companies do 
not yet possess a 
fund/brokerage license. 
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Exhibit 24: Breakdown of China’s third-party payment market by type of transactions   
Total payment value of China’s third-party payment by transaction types in 2016 (estimated) 

Source: iResearch, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 
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How does it work? Traditional vs Third-party  

How does a traditional payment value chain work?

Apart from cash transactions, banks have dominated an ecosystem which includes bank 

accounts/bank cards management technology providers and payment networks (or card 

networks) – mainly UnionPay, which itself is owned by a consortium of government 

agencies and state-owned banks.  

Traditionally, the payment chain contains three links – issuing bank, card networks, and 

merchant acquirer – every one of which will claim a proportion of each transaction. Most 

of the money ultimately goes to the banks.  

Exhibit 25: Traditionally, the payment chain contains three links -issuing bank, card network and merchant acquirer 

(also known as acquiring bank), every one of which will claim a proportion of transaction fees. 
Illustration of the value chain of a traditional bank card transaction 

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

Third-party payment value chain: now and future

Payment companies started out by challenging all three links. There are now third-

party newcomers targeting each of the three parts, with around 250 active third-party 

payment licenses. Some contestants might even play all three roles. 

While most banks have built their own online payment systems, paying using the banks’ 

system was cumbersome until recently – usually requiring authentication through a 

combination of SMS messages, USB dongles and random token generators.  

By contrast, payment with Alipay or WeChat is much more streamlined and requires a 

few clicks after the customer has tied his/her payment account to his bank cards. At 

physical retailers, it usually requires only the scan of a QR code from a retailer’s point-of-

service terminal, a smartphone, or a piece of paper printed with the QR code. NFC (near 

field communication) payment is available too, through Apple Pay or UnionPay’s Quick 

Pass, but we believe it is less prevalent for small ticket items or at brick-and-mortar shops. 

All transactions eventually are backed by the seller and buyers’ bank account, but the 

path varies. In order to use third-party payments, buyers and sellers need to go through a 

one-time set-up to link their bank card to their accounts with the payment companies. The 

payment companies will handle the transaction process and interactions with buyers and 

sellers banks. The payment from the buyer, net of transaction fees, will be credited to the 

merchant’s account with the payment companies. For Alipay and WeChat Pay, a customer 

can choose to pay either from the linked bank card for each transaction, or pay directly 

from their e-wallet balance with Alipay or WeChat Pay. 

Settlement

Authorization

Parties sharing the transaction fees

Note: If the acquiring bank is the same as issuing bank, card network will not be involved. The fund would be transferred within the bank directly

Consumer Issuing bank
Card network 

(China 
UnionPay)

Acquiring bank Merchant
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Exhibit 26:  Third-party payment companies typically play more than one role of the traditional payment value chain 
Illustration of two typical flows of third-party payment transactions   

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Internet Research 

But payment companies face significant model change with the new clearing house. 

Currently, third-party companies connect to banks via different means, and UnionPay 

which is China’s only card network, is often bypassed. Many payment companies, 

especially big players like Alipay and WeChat Pay, have negotiated with major banks and 

have their account systems directly connected with the banks’. Payment companies 

effectively act as a clearing house in this case. This has increasingly become an issue with 

the regulators, given the opacity and potential challenges it presents to other parts of the 

financial system (such as AML).  

On Mar 31 2017, a centralized clearing house (Wanglian) for online third-party payments 

went live. In the long run, all transactions theoretically can go through Wanglian or 

UnionPay. This might prompt changes to the information and money flow of the 

current third-party payment value chain. We will discuss the implications in the later 

sections. 
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Exhibit 27:  After Wanglian is fully implemented, funds need to be cleared by Wanglian and Custodian Bank/PBOC will 

be able to monitor fund flow. However, the exact implementation and fee structure is unclear, especially for the interim. 
Illustration of two typical flows of third-party payment transactions when Wanglian is fully implemented  

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Internet Research 
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How do they make money? Traditional vs Third-party 

The economics for a typical card transaction through the banks’ network:  

 The merchant is charged a fee of 0.6% for every card purchase.

 The buyer’s bank (‘issuing bank’) takes 0.4175%,

 UnionPay (card network) typically gets 0.065% to 0.085%, and the merchant’s bank

(‘acquiring bank’) takes the rest.

 The exact divide usually depends on the bargaining power of the banks, in our view.

The economics of a typical transaction through third-party payment processors: 

Payment companies might take a bigger share of the fee versus banks, given the multiple 

roles they play in the process. However, the net spread for Chinese payment companies is 

much lower vs global peers. For example, PayPal’s blended net spread is 1.81% in 2016, in 

contrast to a typical Chinese third-party payment handler the net spread would be around 

0.1% to 0.4%. 

This is partly due to the low headline fee to begin with in China. A typical credit card 

transaction charges merchants a meager 0.6% in China, vs c.3% in the US. The actual fee 

payment companies charge merchants might be even lower, due to competition for user 

sign-ups. The competition is especially intense for physical retailers to sign up. We believe 

the gross fee charged on merchants in many cases can be as low as 0.38%, making the 

net spread for payment companies merely is 0.1-0.2%.  

Exhibit 28: Economics of a typical traditional payment 

transaction 

Exhibit 29: Economics of a typical third-party payment 

transaction

Source: PBOC, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research Source: Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

For most third-party players themselves, we believe the direct profits from payment 

handling are thin. In Tencent’s 2015 annual report, there was a net loss of over 

Rmb300mn on payments due to bank handling fees. One other revenue source many third-

party players rely on is the internet income on the idle funds passing through their system. 

The ownership of those idle funds was not clearly defined until recently when in a recent 

review PBOC required third-party payment companies to start to set aside the idle funds 

into a special-purpose account, instead of booking interest income for their own. Although 

this might take some time to be fully implemented, a business model that is fully reliant on 

the arbitrage seems less feasible for the future. We will discuss more on the rationale of 

such an unprofitable business model, and possible monetization in the key shaping trend 

section. The bottom line: It will be hard for third-party payment companies to make 
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meaningful direct profits from payment processing, unless they have other channels 

for monetization within their ecosystem.  

The competition for merchant sign-ups, especially physical retailers, has become more 

intense, when Tencent joined the market in 2015 which used to be dominated by Alipay. It 

is common for third-party players to offer rebates or higher payment aggregators to attract 

more merchants, further driving down the actual fee. The gross fee charged on merchants 

in many cases can be as low as 0.38%, of which Alipay/Tencent takes 0.20% (before settling 

with the banks), and the rest 0.18% goes to the distribution channel. 
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Enablers of growth 

Late mover advantage in digitization of money 

Developed economies moved from cash to mostly cashless payments (credit/debit cards 

etc) a long time ago. On the other hand, China was still overwhelmingly cash-based until 

the early 2000s. Although debit cards were widely available, but small and high frequency 

purchases - especially day-to-day activities - were still predominantly done in cash – 

partially due to the lack of infrastructure like Point-of-Sale (POS) terminals, partly due to the 

cumbersome security verification process when using bank cards.  

The shift to digital payments in China happened at a time as the internet took off, and 

accelerated with the introduction of e-commerce and arrival of smartphones. Many 

Chinese consumers never owned a personal computer, and went straight to smartphones. 

Today 95% of Chinese internet users go online via mobile devices. This, along with other 

enablers of growth (such the unique infrastructure set-up, reduced transactional frictions 

and fees, and improved ease of use), set the stage for Chinese consumers to leapfrog 

directly from cash to digital payments, skipping a whole generation of plastic cards.  

Exhibit 30: Number of non-cash transactions in China has increased significantly since 2002.  
Share of non-cash transactions as a percentage of total transactions in 2016 (x-axis) vs increase in non-cash transactions from 

2002 to 2016 (y-axis) 

Source: Euromonitor 
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Exhibit 31: The shift to digital payments in China 

happened at a time as the internet took off...  
Internet penetration as % of total population 

Exhibit 32: …and accelerated with the introduction of e-

commerce and arrival of smartphones 
Smartphone penetration as % of total population 

Source: World Bank Source: Datastream, Gartner, Global Mobile, World Bank, Goldman Sachs 
Global Investment Research 

According to PBOC, non-cash transaction value in China grew by 187% since 2012. 

Euromonitor estimated that more than 30% of the transactions in China today are non-cash, 

from close to zero in 2002. The growth of third-party payments benefited from the overall 

digitization of money. We estimate that 40% of the retail consumption today (by value) are 

processed via third-party payment companies. 

Fee structure that is closer to cash vs cards 

Like we mentioned earlier, third-party payments in China is replacing cash, not only bank 

cards. In order to replace cash, by design, an alternative payment infrastructure must be 

cheap, convenient and ubiquitous. The low fee and unique infrastructure in China 

happened to tick most boxes for digital payment to take off. 

The bank card transaction fees we observe in China are generally relatively low, especially 

for credit cards (c. 60bps for merchant’s vs 150-300bps in the US). Third-party payment 

providers started off with similar rates as their bank counterparts, but actual fees 

merchants end up paying are often lower, given the subsidies offered by payment 

companies to attract more user sign-ups. We estimate that the effective fee a merchant 

pays is typically 38-60 bps per commercial transaction based on company disclosures and 

channel checks. Most C2C payments are free of charge in China. 

For context, third-party payment fees are higher in many other countries. Using PayPal in 

the US as an example, the fee for receiving payment (personal or commercial) is typically 

at 290bps + US$0.3 – it is far more akin to credit card, and much more expensive than cash, 

especially for small ticket sized items. People probably have less incentive to replace those 

cash transactions with digital payments vs their China counterpart, especially when 

traditional alternative methods are already widely available, such as personal checks. 

On the other hand, the fee structure in China is much closer to using cash, but more 

convenient in many cases. We think the fee structure difference could partially explain the 

faster adoption in China, especially for small-ticket sized and high frequency items.  

We note that the payment companies in China can afford the low fee, partly because some 

infrastructure cost is borne by the traditional banks, partly also due to their highly 

integrated business model – we will explain both in later sections. Although the 

transactional cost is lower for merchants and potentially consumers, we note that third-

party payment has not necessarily made the overall payment process leaner.  
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Exhibit 33: Third-party payment is generally competitively priced in China vs the traditional banking channel, and 

significantly lower cost vs that in the US. 
Payment fee schedule for banks and third-party payment in China and the US  

Source: Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

Exhibit 34: By design, Chinese third-party payment’s transaction limit and fast process time makes them more suitable 

for personal payments (vs. business).  
Transaction limit and time for third-party payment solutions in China and the US  

Source: Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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2. Real-time if transferring to e-wallet balance; T+0 (same day, may not be real-time) or T+1 if transferring to bank card, depending on transfer amount.

Alipay WeChat Pay PayPal

Transaction 

limit
1

Transaction 

time
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Unique infrastructure set-up 

In our view, it is too simplistic to explain the rise of third-party payment in China by the 

lack of infrastructure - such as low penetration of credit cards or personal checks. The 

penetration of credit cards are indeed low, but third-party payments probably would not 

have taken off without the other available infrastructure in the banking system: extremely 

high penetration of debit cards, strict ID and phone number verification at the bank –  

in our view, it is these factors combined, that enabled the explosive growth third-party 

payment. 

 Low credit card penetration but high debit card penetration: Low penetration of

credit cards gave room for digital payment to grow. But it would not have been

possible had the debit card infrastructure not been readily available. Each third-party

payment account is linked to a bank card eventually. An average Chinese consumer

has 3.6 debit cards –  it cleared the obstacle for the first step to set up a third-party

payment account.

Exhibit 35: China has low credit card penetration, but the highest debit card penetration in the world. 
Worldwide bank card penetration in 2015 – credit card and debit card  

Source: Bank for International Settlements
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Growth enabler #3: 
Unique infrastructure 
set-up 
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Exhibit 36: Chinese consumers use bank cards more often for greater ticket size payment vs. other countries. 
Average payment value per transaction at POS in 2015 (US$)  

Source: Bank for International Settlements

 Strict ID and phone number verification at the bank: In order to have a digital

payment infrastructure that is interoperable, identity verification is crucial – for security

reasons, as well as KYC (know-your-customer)/AML (anti-money laundering) practices.

For each mobile payment transaction, the user needs to be verified as the owner (or

authorized user) of the bank account, third-party payment account as well as the

mobile device. Building such a system from scratch could be costly and takes time.

In China, the verification (or pre-clearance) process is usually implicitly handled

by the bank. Opening a bank account or third-party payment account in China

requires multiples level of identity verification and fund ring-fencing. Specifically,

starting from 2016, individual customers need to go to a physical bank branch in order

to open a fully-functional bank account with their personal ID and valid mobile phone

number (‘Type I’ accounts, with which the customer can save, transfer, withdraw cash

or pay). Although other types of bank accounts (Type II and Type III accounts) can be

opened online, they have to be tied to a Type I account with the same ID and are

subject to limitations (no cash withdrawal/daily transaction limits).

Third-party payment accounts are subject to even more restrictions, in terms of

transaction limits and ID verification process. Currently, as long as the accumulated

payment amount exceeds Rmb1000 (c. US$145), face-to-face identity verification is

required by the central bank, and that process is implicitly handled by the bank when

the customer links their third-party payment account with their bank card.

If a customer wants to change the mobile phone number associated with her Alipay /

WeChat payment account, she has to visit her bank branch in person and have her ID

verified. It is effectively the banks (and bank branches) that are handling the KYC

(know-your-customer) process, including in-person ID verification and mobile phone

number registration, saving them an important cost.. That helped establish the linkage

between unique ID, unique phone number, bank cards, and then payment account. It

304

128
115

77 75 72
65

53 50 49
37 35 34 30 29 28

17

Average payment value per transaction at POS in 2015 (USD)

Chinese consumers use bank cards more often for greater ticket size payments.

Note: Global average is global total payment value divided by total number of transactions.

Identity verification is 
crucial for anti-fraud, 
KYC and AML. 

For each mobile 
payment transaction, 
one needs to establish 
and verify the linkage 
between: 

 Bank account
 Payment account
 Mobile device
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implicitly saves third-party payment company costs on KYC and anti-fraud. It is 

debatable though, how sustainable this unique set-up is as banks become more 

conscious of the competition, and have started to enter the small ticket size payment 

market themselves.  

Exhibit 37: Banks effectively handled the Know-Your-Client process for third-party payment companies, through the 

implementation of strict bank account classification  
China bank account classification 

Source: PBOC. 

Proliferation of e-commerce /social platforms enables viral growth 

In China, the first wave of third-party payment growth was enabled by the e-commerce 

boom. Alipay, the Chinese e-commerce giant’s 10-year-old payment platform, was one of 

the first players and by far the largest one with 50% market share as of 2016. Alipay was 

first launched in 2004 by Alibaba Group (Alipay now is owned by Ant Financial, an Alibaba 

affiliate) as an internet payment service for the Group’s e-commerce platforms. The initial 

business model drew similarities with the early PayPal and eBay. It was one of the earliest 

online payment solutions in China. A mobile version of Alipay was introduced in 2009. The 

use has been expanded over time beyond Alibaba’s own ecosystem. By 2016, Alipay was 

processing 175mn transactions per day and has 450mn active real-name users. We 

estimate its TPV has grown from US$479bn in 2013 to US$5.8trn in 2016.  

Classification Account opening requirements Functions
Account 

balance
Transaction limit Account format

I
Counter, self-help machine with 

staff verification

All functions: deposit; buy 

financial products such as 

wealth management product; 

transfer; withdraw; 

consumption; pay fees

No limit No limit
Debit card, Bank 

book

II

Counter, self-help machine 

with/without staff verification, 

online/ mobile banking

Deposit; buy financial products 

such as wealth management 

product; transfer to binded 

account; consumption; pay fees.

No limit

Rmb10k daily, Rmb200k annually.

No limits on investing in WMP/ 

precious metal/ mutual fund, etc.

E-account

III

Counter, self-help machine with/ 

without staff verification, online/ 

mobile banking

Consumption; pay fees.
Less than 

Rmb1k
Rmb5k daily, Rmb100k annually E-account

Growth enabler #4: 
Proliferation of e-
commerce and social 
platforms 
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Exhibit 38: The proliferation of e-commerce in China is a 

key growth driver of third-party payment. 
Retail value in e-commerce as % of nominal GDP 

Exhibit 39: Mobile-commerce is playing an increasingly 

important role in e-commerce.  
Mobile-commerce as % of e-commerce by retail value – 

China vs US

Source: Euromonitor, IBGE, Japan METI, iResearch, NBS China, Goldman 
Sachs Global Investment Research 

Source: iResearch, Euromonitor, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

If e-commerce is the backbone of Alipay, social interactions are the driving force behind 

WeChat Pay. WeChat Pay, the key product of Tenpay, entered the payment arena in 2013. It 

is owned by Tencent and integrated into its hugely popular mobile communication 

platform Weixin (WeChat, as it is known in English). Weixin/WeChat has monthly active 

users of 889mn as of 2016. WeChat Pay made enormous progress in a short time and is 

closing the gap in terms of market share.  We believe WeChat Pay’s viral growth stems 

from Tencent’s strong social networks. At inception, WeChat leveraged its huge 

communication platform user base to tap into the peer-to-peer payment market, and later 

expanded into online-to-offline services and eventually offline contexts. 

Exhibit 40: Alibaba’s e-commerce platform provides a 

sizeable customer base to Alipay.   
Number of active users of Alibaba’s e-commerce platforms 

and Alipay (mn) 

Exhibit 41: Social interactions are the driving force 

behind Tenpay. 
Number of monthly active users of WeChat and Tenpay 

(WeChat Pay + QQ Wallet)  

Source: Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research Source: Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 
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CASE STUDY: Gamification of cash gifting 

In 2014 WeChat Pay launched ‘red packet’ – a digital twist on China’s traditional cash-filled red envelope that people 
give each other during festivals. It let WeChat users gift money up to about US$29 (Rmb200) to friends and family – the 
receivers can even compete with each other to grab the red packet when the number of red packets is less than the 
number of people in a group chat. The feature went viral in China – around 16mn red packets exchanged on Chinese 
New Year’s Eve in 2014, according to Tencent. A year later, that number jumped to 1 billion. 

Thanks to ‘red packets’, WeChat Pay was able to grow its user base in a short period of time. By the end of 2014, more 
than 100mn users had linked their bank accounts with WeChat Pay and QQ Wallet (the other payment system Tencent 
owns, tied with the messenger program QQ). 

Exhibit 42: The popularity of gamification of cash gifting is witnessed by the rapid growing number of WeChat Red 
Packets distributed and received on Chinese New Year Eve, almost 1000-fold in three years.  

Source: Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 
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How to "snatch" a WeChat Red Packet?

1. A red packet was sent in a
group chat. Compete to snatch 
by clicking it.

2. Successfully snatched one! Click
“open” to see the random amount in 
the red packet.

3. Real money was saved into E-
wallet. See who has the best luck.
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Improving ease of use with technology advancement

Prior to the rise of third-party payment, online payment with bank cards was cumbersome - 

consumers usually need to go through multiple steps of verification, either by text 

messages, USB dongles or other physical token generating devices. By contrast, payment 

with a third-party application (e.g. Alipay or WeChat Pay) is much more streamlined after 

the customer has tied the payment account to his/her bank cards. It requires only a scan of 

QR code from a retailers’ POS terminal, a smartphone, or even a piece of paper. From a 

retailers’ perspective, especially brick-and-mortar shops, the fixed cost is also extremely 

low with QR codes as no additional device is required. NFC (near field communication) 

payment was available too, through Apple Pay or UnionPay’s Quick Pass, but we believe it 

is less prevalent for small ticket items. 

Exhibit 43: QR code payment methods have become widely popular given its simplicity and low adoption costs.  

Consumers can choose either to scan the merchant’s QR code with their smartphones, or to get their Pay QR code 

scanned at the cashier. 
Two common payment methods using QR code  

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

Growth enabler #5: 
Improving ease of use 
with technology 
advancement 
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Understanding the key players and competitive landscape 

The competitive landscape of China’s payment industry is crowded, between traditional 

banks, UnionPay (China’s only card network, owned by banks), and third-party or even 

fourth party payment aggregators. There are around 250 payment companies targeting one 

or more links of the traditional payment value chain. Among which there are more 

established players like Alipay and Tenpay - they together hold 84% of the market share in 

third-party payment as of 2016. The rest are tiny compared to the top two. But the already 

intense competition did not stop many sizeable players from other industries getting into 

the payment businesses (such as Meituan Dianping, Vipshop and GOME).  

However, even with the exponential growth in the past few years, TPV processed through 

payment companies is still only 13% vs those via bank card (some bank card volumes 

might be re-directed via payment companies), and 4% of electronic payment via banks in 

China, according to the PBOC (Exhibit 65-66 in Appendix). This is because most B2B 

transactions and large tickets items are still handled via traditional financial systems, while 

payment companies deal more with small ticket-size and high frequency transaction needs. 

Payments are increasingly made through mobile devices over desktop. This is consistent 

with the global trend of mobile overtaking desktops in internet usage in general. In China, 

this may have been reinforced with Tencent expanding aggressively into both C2C and 

physical retailers. Mobile payments now account for 75% of all third-party payments, from 

4% in 2012 (Exhibit 18 on Page 23). The mobile market is even more concentrated with 

Alipay and Tenpay taking up 91% of the market share. The majority of the payment is C2C 

transfers, rather than consumption-related - this is even more true for mobile payments.  

Key companies in the third-party payment (desktop + mobile) space (Exhibit 45-48):  

 Alipay is the biggest payment company with 51% overall market share in 2016 (54%

for mobile payment). Their market share has been declining since 2014, especially in

mobile payment, as Tenpay entered the race. However, we believe Alipay handles

more B2C/consumption-related payment activities, while Tenpay has a larger share of

C2C transfers.

 Tenpay (WeChat Pay and QQ Wallet) is currently the second largest player with 33%

market share in 2016. Their market share has doubled since 2014. Given Tencent’s

inherent social nature, we believe a lot of these transactions are C2C. But

B2C/consumption related transactions increased significantly since 2015 when Tencent

started to focus more on physical retailer expansions. We estimate 85% of Tenpay’s

TPV in 2016 are from mobile users.

 The rest of the market is scattered. Among the other players, the relatively sizeable

ones are Ping An e-wallet (77% owned by Ping An Group (2318.hk)), JD Pay (wholly

owned by JD Finance, 40% of whose equity JD.com Inc (JD) has the right to claim

subject to regulatory approval), Yifubao (60% owned by Suning Commerce Group

(002024.ss)). There are also payment companies that specialize in only one platform or

product. For example, Lakala mainly focuses on providing mobile payment solution to

physical retailers. Players like China UMS (c60% owned by UnionPay), 99Bill (c96%

owned by Wanda Group) and ChinaPnR have sizeable market share in desktop

payment, but little exposure to mobile.

Banks have also been trying to play catchup, providing much more streamlined mobile 

payment service through its mobile application, such as QR code scans and innovative 

functions such as payment through mobile phone number. Leading players such as CCB 

booked total mobile banking transaction volume of Rmb31trn, +98% yoy and compares to 

Rmb79trn of total third party payment industry TPV in 2016. 
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Exhibit 44: Desktop payment: Alipay is the biggest player, 

followed by Tenpay, China UMS, 99Bill, ChinaPnR, etc. 

 Exhibit 45: Mobile payment:  Alipay and Tenpay now 

dominate with 91% market share combined.  

Source: iResearch, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research Source: iResearch, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

Exhibit 46: Overall third-party payment: Alipay and 

Tenpay possess 84% of the market share as of 2016. 

Exhibit 47: The rest of third-party payment market is 

scattered. 

Source: iResearch, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research Source: iResearch, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

Exhibit 48: Alipay is one of the largest merchant acquirers 

in the world 

Exhibit 49: Alipay and Tenpay’s user base vs other global 

players 

Source: PBOC, Nilson Report, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research Source: Company data, PBOC, Analysys, Juniper Research, Goldman Sachs 
Global Investment Research 
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CASE STUDY: The “one-stop shop” - What do WeChat Pay and Alipay look like? 

Exhibit 50: The user interface and some functions of WeChat Pay and Alipay 

Source: Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 
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Alipay  

Alipay is the payment arm of Ant Financial Services Group, and operates a third-party 

online payment platform with 520mn annual active users. According to iResearch, Alipay is 

the largest player in China’s third-party payment market (desktop + mobile) with ~51% 

market share in 2016.  Beyond payment processing and escrow services to Alibaba’s 

ecosystem, Alipay’s mobile payment app serves as an important entry point for its users to 

access other services provided by Ant Financial, Alibaba, and their business partners. 

 Key merchants: Taobao, Tmall, Ctrip, Weibo, Didi Chuxing, millions of offline

merchants (per People.cn), and millions of SMEs in Alibaba’s ecosystem.

 Pricing: Alipay offers various payment services for merchants, including PC online

payment, mobile online payment, in-App payment and offline payment (mainly QR

code payment) designed for offline small merchants. The pricing of these services are

set from 0 to 1.2% of transaction value. Alipay is currently promoting QR code

payments to small offline merchants and this service is offered for free when

consumers pay by scanning the merchant’s QR code (“Shouqianma”). For SME

merchants, other than those in online gaming business, they are entitled to a cheaper

rate of 0.55%. Individual merchants can transfer their money in Alipay to the linked

bank card for free, while individual consumers will be charged 0.1% after reaching a

lifetime quota of Rmb20k.

Exhibit 51: Pricing for transaction services Exhibit 52: Pricing for cash withdrawal 

 

Source: Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research Source: Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

 Competitors: Alipay mainly competes with Tencent’s Tenpay and China UnionPay, as

well as smaller competitors such as JD Pay, Baidu Wallet, Lakala, and Wanda Group’s

99Bill.

A brief history and drivers of success 

Alipay was established in 2004, and first acts as an escrow service provider to Alibaba’s 

Taobao marketplace. Alipay allows consumers to verify the receipt and quality of goods 

before releasing money to sellers, which solved the lack of trust for e-commerce in early 

stage and helped Alibaba to emerge as China’s leading e-commerce platform. Starting 

2005, Alipay has expanded its operation to external payment scenarios including online 

gaming, transportation ticketing, public utilities, other e-commerce platforms, and mobile 

payment, and has established itself as the leading third-party payment platform in China. In 

2014, Ant Financial Services Group was founded, and Alipay became their payment arm 

and important entry point for Ant’s other four pillars: wealth management, financing, 

insurance, and credit system. 

Core product offerings 

Alipay, together with other services by Ant Financial, provides comprehensive financial 

services for consumers: 

 Payment: Alipay’s payment function enables transactions between 520mn annual

active users and millions of merchants/organizations online and offline. Consumers top

up their Alipay account with linked bank account, after which they can transfer it to

Alipay transaction services Cost Term

PC online payment 0.6% 1 year

Mobile online payment 0.6% - 1.2% 1 year

In-App payment 0.6% - 1.2% 1 year

Offline payment (mainly QR code payment) 0.6% 1 year

QR-code payment Free
1

In promotion

For SME merchants
2

0.55% In promotion

1. Free when consumers scan merchant's QR code.

2. SME promotion excludes SMEs in online gaming businesses

Alipay cash withdrawal Cost Note

Individual consumer 0.10%
Cumulative Rmb20k free transfer quota 

for real-name verified individuals

Individual merchants Free N/A

Enterprise merchants (T+0)
0.025%

/0.20%

Enterprise merchants (T+1) Free

0.025% for transactions over Rmb100k; 

0.20% otherwise.

Per day or per transaction limit: Rmb5mn

Company snapshot 

Year launched: 2004 

Headquarters: Hangzhou, 

China 

Countries: 110 

Employees: >3,600 

Funding to date: >$6bn 

Last disclosed round: 

Series B 

Last funding amount: $4.5bn 

Key investors: Junhan and 

Junao (controlled by Jack 

Ma), China Investment 

Corporation, China Life 

Insurance, China Post 
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their friends and families, or spend the money by buying products and services 
through desktop, mobile, in-App, and offline payment channels.  

• Wealth management: Alipay allows users to access Ant Financial’s wealth
management products including Ant Fortune, an online investment marketplace; and
Yu’e Bao, the world’s largest money market fund (per Financial Times) with Rmb1.4
trillion AUM. According to Alibaba, Ant Financial’s wealth management products have
attracted 330mn cumulative users by the end of Mar, 2017.

• Financing: Alipay users can also access consumer financing product Ant Credit Pay
(also known as Ant Check Later) and Ant Cash Now, which now have 100mn annual
active users. Ant Credit Pay allows users to buy on credit and repay next month, and it
supports Taobao, Tmall, and several other external platforms. Ant Cash Now provides
consumer credit to creditworthy users, and can grant loans up to Rmb50k for as much
as 12 months.

• Ant Insurance Service: Ant Financial’s insurance arm operates an online marketplace
for Alipay users to purchase insurance products from various insurers, including Cathy
Insurance and Zhong An Insurance, two companies invested in by Ant Financial.
Insurance products on the platform cover accident, health, life, property, car and travel,
and the platform now has 392mn annual active users.

• Credit system: Ant Financial also provides Alipay users with personal credit system
called Zhima Credit, which calculates a credit score leveraging cloud computing and
deep learning technology. Users with high Zhima Credit score are entitled to greater
credit lines from Ant Credit Pay and Ant Cash Now, riding shared bicycles without
deposits, among other privileges.

Exhibit 53: Ant Financial’s leading breadth and scale 

Source: Company data. 

Differentiation and growth strategy 
Alipay’s role as the payment infrastructure of Alibaba and Ant Financial’s ecosystem 
differentiates itself as being more commercially relevant compared to competitors. 
According to Alibaba, 70% of Alipay’s transactions are commercial transactions (30% 
money transfer and red packets). This helps Alipay to gain 61.5% market share in monetize-
able third party payment market, as per iResearch. 

Alipay has launched the Cashless Society initiative in Feb 2017, aiming to transform China 
into a cashless society in 5 years. Along with this initiative, Alipay has pushed its offline 
applications into more scenarios, including public transportation and small offline 
merchants (with free QR-code payment).  Alipay is also rapidly expanding overseas: it now 
has members coming from 110 countries, and recently signed strategic cooperation with 
Monaco to build a cashless country. 

Payment
Wealth 

Management
Financing Insurance Credit System

520mn 330mn 100mn 392mn 257mn
Annual Active Users Cumulative Users Annual Active Users Annual Active Users Annual Active Users

+17% 73% +43% +95%

Yoy AUM growth per 

active user

use Ant Credit Pay 6+ 

times in 1 year

YoY premium growth per 

user
YoY growth
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Tenpay 

Tenpay is Tencent’s third-party payment platform and it provides technical infrastructure 

support for WeChat Pay and QQ Wallet, two products based on Tencent’s dominant social 

and communication platforms WeChat and QQ. According to Tencent, its mobile payment 

function has surpassed 600mn monthly active users (MAUs) and 600mn daily payment 

transactions in Dec, 2016. According to iResearch, Tenpay has about 33% share in China’s 

third-party payment market in 2016, second only to Alipay. 

 Key merchants: JD, Didi Chuxing, Meituan Dianping, Watsons, 7-Eleven, eLong, and

more than 700k offline merchants (per “Cash-Free Day” on Aug 8th, 2016).

 Pricing: for WeChat Pay merchants, Tencent charges them no more than 0.6% of

transaction volume for most of the industries other than virtual online services, which

is charged 1.0%. For enterprise accounts that subscribe to Tenpay’s instant transfer

services, they are charged 0.4% to 1.5% of transaction volume, depending on the plan

they choose and transaction volume. To transfer money to bank accounts using

WeChat Pay, merchants can transfer for free, while individuals are subject to 0.1%

charges (each individual are entitled to Rmb1,000 cumulative free transfer amount).

Exhibit 54: WeChat Pay and Tenpay cost structure 

Source: Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

 Competitors: Tenpay mainly competes with Ant Financial’s Alipay and China

UnionPay, as well as smaller competitors such as Baidu Wallet, Lakala, and Wanda

Group’s 99Bill.

A brief history and drivers of success 

Tenpay was established by Tencent in 2005 along with their e-commerce platform Paipai, 

and served similar escrow function as Alipay. Tenpay subsequently expanded its usage to 

various other scenarios, marked by strategic cooperation with China Southern Airline 

(2007), China Unicom (2009) and Deppon Logistics (2010). Tenpay and WeChat launched 

WeChat Pay in Aug 2013, and gained strong momentum through its red packet feature, the 

rapid advancement of O2O model, and the rise of online taxi hailing and Didi Dache 

(backed by Tencent). WeChat Pay has developed into a critical pillar in Tencent’s “Connect” 

strategy by commercially connecting its 938mn MAUs with the WeChat Official Account, 

strategic partners (JD, Meituan Dianping, Didi, Mobike), and offline merchants. 

Core product offerings 

Other than payment processing for merchants, Tenpay’s main product offerings is through 

WeChat Pay and QQ Wallet, which provide similar feature though based on different 

platforms. 

 Peer transfer and red packet: this feature leverages and reinforces WeChat’s social

feature, allowing users to transfer money to WeChat friends (can be in red packet

Cost

Online virtual services 1.00%

Gas station, logistics 0.30%

Public utility bills 0.10%

Public school, hospital, philanthropy 0.00%

Other industries 0.60%

Tenpay Plan fee (Rmb) Plan limit (Rmb) Implied cost within plan Cost exceeding plan limit Term

1,200 100,000 1.20% 1.50% 1 Year

2,000 200,000 1.00% 1.50% 1 Year

4,000 500,000 0.80% 1.50% 1 Year

6,000 1,000,000 0.60% 1.50% 1 Year

11,000 2,000,000 0.55% 1.50% 1 Year

25,000 5,000,000 0.50% 1.50% 1 Year

40,000 10,000,000 0.40% 1.50% 1 Year

WeChat 

Pay

Industries

Tenpay

Company snapshot 

Year launched: 2005 

Headquarters: Shenzhen, 

China 

Countries: 15 

Employees: N/A 

Funding to date: N/A 

Last disclosed round: N/A 

Last funding amount: N/A 

Key investors: Tencent 
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format), to send probability-based red packet to group chats, and to request for 

payment in a group chat. QQ Wallet also innovate “Password Red Packet”, giving red 

packet only to those who repeat a certain “password”, making money transfer more 

social and engaging. 

 Products/services by partners and merchants: Tencent “connects” the mass amount

of its social network users with strategic partners and other merchants, with WeChat

Pay and QQ Wallet serving as critical infrastructure and entry points. Through these

two, users can access JD (e-commerce), Meituan Dianping (O2O), Didi Chuxing (ride

hailing), Mobike (bicycle sharing), eLong (hotel), and 58 Home (local services). In

addition to existing mobile and offline payment functions (bar code and QR code

payment), WeChat Pay also provides payment services for WeChat Mini Program,

empowering offline SMEs and connecting offline services to online users.

 Wealth management: WeChat Pay and QQ Wallet provide entry point to Tencent’s

wealth management platform Licaitong, which is a marketplace for wealth

management products such as money market fund and index fund. According to

Licaitong, they have 100mn total users and Rmb140bn asset invested.

Differentiation and growth strategy 

Tenpay’s key advantage lies in the ubiquity of Tencent’s social and communication assets, 

WeChat and QQ (with 938mn and 861mn MAUs respectively as of 1Q17), through which 

Tenpay’s services are offered. This significantly lowered the customer acquisition cost 

(CAC) for WeChat Pay and QQ Wallet, and underpinned their strong performance in mobile 

and offline payment scenarios.  

We believe Tenpay’s key focus for growth is still offline payment. We expect promotion 

events such as August 8 “Cash-Free Day” (continued in 2017 as well) and initiatives such 

as Mini Program will help Tenpay further enhance its position in mobile and offline 

payment market. According to iResearch, Tenpay’s share in third party mobile payment 

market has increased from 4% in 2013 to 37% in 2016 (Ex 45). 
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As Alipay and WeChat Pay gradually replace cash and credit cards in people’s daily transactions, many Chinese banks 

are starting to reexamine their digital strategy and revamp online platforms to stay relevant to their end consumers. In 

our case study, we found that compared to WeChat Pay, CCB’s platform  

 provides similar functionalities in terms of mobile payment and transfer, e.g. bill payments, and payment via QR

code

 has higher transaction limits

 but has a lower adoption rate (measured by daily transaction volume of payment and transfer services in 2016),

potentially due to

– Customer behavior (e.g. WeChat Pay is fully integrated with WeChat, a popular social network platform with

very high user stickiness), and

– User experience (the requirement of a token verification), sometimes as a result of banks’ more rigid risk
control compared to internet companies

 Fund transfer via mobile number is an innovative function worth noting, where users can receive funds with any

bank account in China.

Going forward, we think banks will continue to embrace their online/mobile banking strategy. Though it could be 

challenging for banks to achieve Alipay/WeChat Pay’s level of market share in online payment and transfer in the near 

term, we see opportunities remain for banks with comprehensive infrastructure and superior services to be better 

positioned in the retail banking race. 

Exhibit 55: Payment & Transfer: CCB’s mobile banking platform provides similar services to WeChat Pay 
Mobile-based payment and transfer product overview 

Source: Company data, iResearch, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. 

CCB Mobile Banking WeChat Pay
Account opening Registered CCB clients, account verification in bank 

branch; no need for CCB account via Dragon Pay 

(limited amount)

Registered WeChat users, verification with bank 

account required only for certain functionalities

# of clients 223 mn (340mn retail clients) 889mn WeChat users as of 2016 (200mn linked to a 

bank card as of 2015)
Daily transaction volume in 2016 57mn 600mn

Total payment value in 2016 Rmb30.6trn Around Rmb20trn (GSe)

Transaction type

B2C

Scan QR code (Dragon Pay, small amount)

C2C

Scan QR code (Dragon Pay, small amount)

Via mobile banking

Via mobile number (no CCB account required for payee)

B2C

Scan QR code

C2C

WeChat red packet

Peer-to-peer transfer

Transaction limit

SMS token: Rmb5k/transaction, Rmb5k/day

SMS token + verified device: Rmb500k/transaction 

(Rmb50k for cross-bank), Rmb1mn/day (unless 

indicated by local branch)

Physical token: Rmb5mn (Rmb50k for cross-

bank)/transaction, Rmb5mn/day

B2C/C2C payment with e-wallet balance:

Unverified: Rmb1k/day, Rmb2k/month

Verified: Rmb10k/day

B2C payment with linked bank cards:

Depending on banks (Typically Rmb10k-50k/day or 

/transaction)

C2C payment with linked bank cards:

Rmb20k/day

Red packet:

Rmb200 per red packet

Supported transactions

QR code payment Yes Yes

Bill payment (e.g. credit card, cellphones, utilities) Yes Yes

Game credit top-up Limited (merchants with CCB accounts) Yes

Charity donation Limited (charity with CCB accounts) Yes

Wealth management products purchase Yes Yes

Foreign exchange purchase Yes No

Ride-hailing / bike-renting No Yes

Incumbents’ response: CCB Mobile Banking platform
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Sizing the addressable market  

For the market sizing in this this report, we will focus on the fee generating 

consumption-related businesses, which is payment from consumers to merchants in 

exchange for consumer products and non-financial services, as this is where the most 

direct revenue and profit lies. For other channels like online financial products or C2C 

payments, the profit model is less clear under the current regulatory framework or 

industry infrastructure set-up. Monetization initiatives for those transactions are still 

in early stages. We note that given the big players’ vertically integrated ecosystem, 

direct profitability might not be their priority, as payment is often viewed as the first 

touch point to engage customers and an indispensable gateway that leads other 

services. 

We estimate that the annual TPV of consumption-related third-party payment will reach 

Rmb31.6trn by 2020E. That would translate into $11bn annual fee pool by 2020E.   

Our analysis is based on the following key assumptions: 

 By 2020E, 68% of retail consumption would be processed by payment companies, from

40% in 2016. This assumes that China’s digitization of money by 2020E reaches a

similar level of US in 2016. This implies that China would need to accomplish in 4

years what took US 14 years (2002-2016).

 We see further downward pressure on the take rate in the next few years, given the

regulatory tightening, introduction of the new clearing house, and more competition

from players in other industries trying to enter the payment space.

Key caveats of our method: 

 While our estimated fee pool reflects the current product offering and fee structure, it

could increase over time if third-party payment expands into other verticals or larger

ticket sized items.

 The retail assumption data (disclosed by the National Bureau of Statistics of China)

captures consumption in physical goods, restaurants and e-commerce, but does not

include broader consumptions in items like education or healthcare. It could understate

the overall retail consumption in China.
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Exhibit 56: We estimate that the TPV of consumption-related third-party payment will reach Rmb31.6trn by 2020, and 

the annual fee pool is estimated to be Rmb75.8bn or US$11bn. 
Total addressable market of third-party payment  

Source: iResearch, National Bureau of Statistics of China, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

Rmb bn 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E

2016-

2020E 

CAGR

Total retail, online + offline 24,272 27,184 30,093 33,232 36,222 39,480 42,952 46,433 9%

Offline retail (goods and restaurants) 22,329  24,276  26,216  28,076  29,787  31,524  33,227  34,747  5%

Online retail (goods and services) 1,943    2,909  3,877   5,156    6,435  7,957   9,724    11,686  23%

Online retail (goods only) 1,749    2,464  3,242   4,194    5,137  6,237   7,489    8,892  21%

Consumption-related third-party payment as % of retail 14% 21% 29% 40% 50% 59% 63% 68%

Offline retail (implied) 7% 12% 19% 29% 40% 50% 55% 60%

Online retail (assumptions) 93% 95% 95% 95% 94% 93% 92% 92%

Third-party total payment value (TPV) 6,494 14,166 24,063 78,715 128,856 211,324 294,163 391,825 49%

Consumption-related third-party payment value
1

3,400 5,756 8,730 13,155 17,963 23,161 27,221 31,599 24%

Offline retail (implied) 1,593 2,992 5,047 8,257 11,915 15,762 18,275 20,848 26%

Online retail (assumptions) 1,807 2,763 3,683 4,898 6,049 7,400 8,946 10,751 22%

Non-consumption third-party payment value
2

3,094 8,410 15,333 65,560 110,893 188,163 266,942 360,226 53%

0.00396 0.00384 0.00312 0.00288 0.00282 0.00285 0.00289

Revenue and fee pool

Consumption-related third-party payment value 3,400 5,756 8,730 13,155 17,963 23,161 27,221 31,599 24%

Take rate% (assumptions) 3
0.40% 0.39% 0.38% 0.31% 0.28% 0.26% 0.25% 0.24%

Consumption-related third-party payment fee income 13.6 22.4 33.2 40.8 50.3 60.2 68.1 75.8 17%

Market share 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E

Third-party consumption-related payment as % of total retail 14% 21% 29% 40% 50% 59% 63% 68%

Consumption-related payment as % of total third-party TPV 52% 41% 36% 17% 14% 11% 9% 8%

Non-consumption payment value as % of total third-party TPV 48% 59% 64% 83% 86% 89% 91% 92%

Yoy growth 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E

Total retail sales (online + offline) 12% 11% 10% 14% 10% 10% 10%

Total payment value from third-party companies 118% 70% 227% 64% 64% 39% 33%

Consumption-related third-party payment value 69% 52% 51% 37% 29% 18% 16%

Note:

1. The consumption-related third-party payment value is our estimate based on iResearch data (including eCommerce B2B due to similar fee rate).

2. It includes C2C transfers and internet financial product purchases etc. The 2013 number is our estimate based on iResearch data.

Key assumptions are shown in red numbers.

3. There are no official disclosures of take rate from the companies. Our estimate is based on fee schedules on companies' website, news report and our channel check.
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Key debates for future #1: Monetization  

Direct profits from payment are thin in China, due to low fee, high competition and 

marketing spending. However, payment serves as a key infrastructure for the big 

players’ distinctive ecosystem, by granting targeted access to users, and profitability 

remains secondary. We explore in this section the rationale of such a business model, 

as well as potential monetization sources.  

No money to be made out of just fees. Transaction fees in China are much lower vs the 

developed world, and there is no shortage of competition with around 250 third-party 

payment licenses. Even with payment companies charging the highest possible fee 

allowed by the current regulatory framework without sharing with banks, the take rate 

would still only be 0.6%. That is significantly lower vs PayPal’s 1.81% in 2016. Note that for 

PayPal, 1.2% out of that 1.81% goes to sales and marketing, customer acquisition, 

development and various costs. So inherently the low fee structure to begin with makes it 

extremely difficult for payment companies to make direct profit from it, especially those 

with no scale. Unless we see a complete overhaul of the fee structure in the payment 

industry, bank or non-bank, the top-line rate is not likely to improve.  

A walletful of data. This comes back to our earlier discussion on the conglomerate 

structure in China’s FinTech space. For giants like Alibaba, Tencent, or even Ping An, 

payment is an important gateway to get hold of data, which would give them even more 

insight into their customers’ lives. Making money directly from payments is probably not 

the main objective. Debit cards are widely available, but Chinese consumers never really 

got used to transacting on them, especially in day-to-day activities. They also skipped a 

whole generation of NFC prepaid cards that were popular in some other Asian countries. 

So the vast consumption data, especially that concerning small and high frequency 

purchases, is waiting to be mined.  

Payment is also an indispensable part of the infrastructure to help e-commerce or FinTech 

companies to close the loop on their eco-system, so they can utilize the data and profit 

through targeted marketing/advertising, or other value-added services including financial 

services.  

The conglomerate’s payment arms have an incentive to encourage customers to put 

money into their online ‘e-wallet’ and spend it from there - that way the bank is reduced to 

a utility and loses out not only on fees, but also access to transactional data. 

However, we point out that data privacy and data ownership will likely increasingly 

become a focus of entrepreneurs and public scrutiny, as well as the government. It remains 

to be seen whether and for how long the disruptors can keep the wallet full of data to 

themselves. 
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Exhibit 57: When the consumers put their money into e-wallet and spend it from there, the bank is reduced to a utility 

and loses out not only on fees, but all access to transactional data. 
What data do the banks own using different payment methods?  

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

What are some possible monetization models? 

As we explained earlier, third-party payment is not profitable on its own. But it is an 

important gateway to get hold of customer data. The monetization therefore depends on 

what one does with the data.  

 Targeted advertising is one obvious way - most internet companies that make money

do so by selling online ads. Players can also make profits by providing other financial

services such as consumer financing, or other value-add services like distributing

money market funds or other financial/wealth management products.

 Consumer financing: When purchasing goods and services, Alipay now offers

consumers an option of paying through ‘Ant Check Later’, a virtual credit card provided

by Ant Financial, instead of from Alipay balance or the linked bank card. This service is

available on Alibaba’s Taobao platform, and also available at several online and offline

co-op merchants such as Didi, Xiaomi and Walmart.

 Money market funds/financial products: Both Alipay and WeChat offer access to

money market funds or other financial products to users on their platform. While

money in the WeChat wallet balance can only be used to purchase money market fund,

Alipay allows users to buy higher risk financial products within Alipay directly,

including money market fund, wealth management products and mutual funds. One

the most popular choices is Yu’e Bao, Alipay’s money market fund. Users can move

money from Alipay wallet to Yu’e Bao without a transaction fee. Yu’e Bao also allows

users to use their balance to make a Taobao Payment. This increases the asset

utilization of users’ idle cash and fills the void of consumers savings needs by giving

them easy access to institutional rates. At the end of Jun 2017, Yu’e Bao’s assets stood

at Rmb1.43trn, with over 300mn users. Both Alipay and WeChat started offering third-

party products such as mutual fund of E Fund Management.

Time

Location

Amount

Nature

Counterpart

√

Traditional bank card 

transaction

Alipay/WeChat Pay 

directly linked to bank cards for 

each transaction

Alipay/WeChat Pay 

E-Wallet

What data do the banks own?

√

√

√

√

√

Transaction data type

√
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Key debates for future #2: Regulatory  

There is an increasing need for regulators to monitor the rapidly increasing  money 

flow via the closed FinTech ecosystems and payment is the starting point. However, 

instead of simple blocking, regulators need to work with the payment companies as 

that is where the technology know-how lies. This creates unique access for private 

capital in the next generation of financial infrastructure. 

Regulators start to focus more on transparency, risks and customer protection 

On Mar 31, a centralized clearing house, Wanglian, administered by PBOC went live for 

online third-party payments. Although it might still take time and multiple stress-tests for 

all third-party payments to be transferred here, this marks the end of the prevailing 

business model where many third-party payment companies implicitly act as clearing 

agencies themselves.  

The move itself should not come at a surprise as the market had been expecting major 

infrastructure changes since July 2016, when PBOC announced a plan to create this new 

platform. There has been a series of other disciplinary rules to regulate the third-party 

payment market, mainly targeting risk management and customer protection. For 

example, PBOC required third-party payment companies to start to set aside clients’ 

reserve (customer advances) into a special-purpose account with the central bank or 

commercial bank, instead of booking interest income for their own. Initially 20% of the 

customer advances is required to be deposited with either the central bank or a commercial 

bank, but it is expected to increase to 100% eventually. We provided a summary of the 

major regulatory requirements/changes in Ex 61.  

Exhibit 58: Currently (without Wanglian), most payment 

companies link to banks directly. It is difficult for the 

central bank to monitor each transaction. 

Exhibit 59: When fully implemented, Wanglian will be 

responsible for centralized clearing of payment 

companies, easier for the central bank to monitor. 

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

New clearing house: a watershed event 

From the central bank and regulators’ perspective, we believe transparency and risk 

management is the priority. With closed ecosystems with full line of lending/wealth 

management product and even credit scoring services, many FinTech players today can 

effectively create credit that is completely outside of the central bank’s system. It poses 

challenges to know-your-customer and anti-money-laundering exercises for the banking 

system, when the key counterpart and transaction nature information is missing. Payment 

is the gateway to all those activities. It is crucial that the central bank is able to monitor all 

digital transactions, hence the introduction of a centralized clearing house is necessary.   

Private capital’s participation in the industry infrastructure: The shareholder structure 

of the new clearing house, Wanglian, is surprising to many, when it was first touted around 

back in July 2016. Alipay and Tenpay are the largest shareholders besides the PBOC and 

Payment 
company A

Payment 
company B

Payment 
company...

Payment 
company N

Bank A Bank B Bank ... Bank M

Payment 
company A

Payment 
company B

Payment 
company...

Payment 
company N

Bank A Bank B Bank ... Bank M

Wanglian
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SAFE (including their affiliates), and the rest of the shareholders are all private third-party 

payment companies, while UnionPay and traditional banks are missing from the 

shareholder list. Most of China’s existing basic infrastructure, regardless of industries, were 

built and owned by state owned enterprises or government agencies, hence eventually, the 

government themselves. Even UnionPay, China’s only card network, was built and is still 

owned by the PBOC and SOE banks. The establishment of Wanglian is one of the very rare 

cases of private capital playing a key role in the infrastructure building of an industry. If this 

model turns out to be successful, it could have profound implication for future policy 

directions and market participant. 

Exhibit 60: Private companies are playing a bigger role in China’s FinTech infrastructure for the first time.  
Alipay and Tenpay are the largest shareholders of China’s only clearing house for all online payments, besides PBOC and SAFE. 

This compares to China’s only card network, UnionPay, built and owned by PBOC and SOE banks. Data as of 2017.  

Source: Company data, Sina, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

Technological know-how is the key enabler for the public private collaboration 

Technological know-how is one of the key prerequisites to ensure the clearing house to run 

smoothly. Instead of simply blocking, regulators chose to work with privately-owned 

payment companies. We believe that is because that is where the technological know-how 

lies. The regulators need the key industry participants’ help in order to build the technical 

capacity to handle tens of thousands transactions per second. 

 The new clearing house for online payments, Wanglian’s capacity target is to average

120,000 transactions per second and 180,000 transactions per second at peak.

 In comparison, the capacity of VISA, MasterCard and UnionPay is about 80,000

transactions per second, while Alipay handles 86,000 transactions per second at peak.

Potential implications remain to be seen; More questions than answers 

It will take time and multiple stress-tests for Wanglian to be fully functional in our view. 

Owning to the nascent nature of the business model and the public-private collaboration, it 

would be difficult to surmise the end form of the regulatory framework now. We expect the 

regulatory environment to constantly evolve, and believe it will be important to track the 

development of how the payment clearing house evolves, as it could have deep 

China UnionPay Wanglian (sole clearing house for all online payment)

152 45

2.93 2

25% by 6 main shareholders:

China Banknote Printing and Minting (4.86%)

China Construction Bank (4.78%) China National Clearing Center (12%)

Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (3.84%) Wutongshu Investment Platform (10%)

Agricultural Bank of China (3.84%) Shanghai Clearing House (3%)

Bank of China (3.84%) Shanghai Gold Exchange (3%)

Bank of Communications (3.84%) China Banknote Printing and Minting (3%)

National Association of Financial Market Institutional 

Investors (3%)

Joint-stock commercial banks such as: 63% by 38 non-bank payment companies such as:

China Merchants Bank, Shanghai Pudong Development 

Bank, Postal Saving Bank of China, China CITIC Bank, 

China Guangfa Bank, Everbright Bank, Ping An Bank, 

Hua Xia Bank, Industrial Bank, Minsheng Bank, etc.

Alipay (9.61%)

Tenpay (9.61%)

JD Pay (4.71%)

35 other payment companies (<3% each)

Municipal commercial banks, credit cooperatives and non-

bank institutions

Payment and Clearing Association of China (3%, 

representing other small & medium-sized payment 

companies)

34% by 6 national institutions, including affiliates of 

PBOC and State Administration of Foreign Exchange

Number of shareholders

Capital (Rmb bn)

Main shareholders
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implications on how the payment industry, and the rest of the FinTech industry should will 

regulated.  

For the payment industry, the ultimate impact of the new regulatory framework remains to 

be seen, depending on many moving factors and debates. Among which, the crucial ones 

are: 

 When and whether Wanglian will become the sole clearing house for non-bank

payments? How will the role of UnionPay evolve? In a sense, Wanglian is a direct

competitor of UnionPay, especially when the online-to-offline boundary in payment

gets increasingly blurred. This is complicated further that UnionPay (or traditional

banks) is not included as a shareholder of the newly established Wanglian, but can still

run parallel with Wanglian at the current stage.

 Who owns the data? To what extent will data be shared between different participants?

As we explained above, we believe the key purpose for the centralized clearing house

Wanglian is for the regulators to better monitor fund flows. As a result, third-party

companies may need to share transactional data and some exclusive customer data

with the regulators, and possibly with the banks. This could take away one key

advantage of the third-party payment companies (data exclusivity). It might also affect

how they monetize the transactional data via their other business lines, such as

lending, credit scoring, online advertisement etc. However, we reiterate that it will still

take time and possibly multiple stress tests for the system to be fully up and running. It

is still too early to conclude the ultimate information sharing mechanism and its

implications. Thus we will need to closely monitor the development.
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Exhibit 61: Recent regulations on internet payment focus more on transparency.  
Regulation summary - payment 

Source: PBOC, State Council of the PRC, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

Date Regulation Key message

Jun-2010

Regulations on non-financial institution payment 

service business

《非金融机构支付服务管理办法》

Defined 3 types of payment services

Required licenses for payment institutions to provide each type of service

Jun-2013
Regulation on custodian of clients' reserve

《支付机构客户备付金存管办法》

Required separate deposit of the clients' reserve into a custodian bank account

Prohibited misappropriating the clients' reserves

Jul-2015

Guiding opinions on promoting healthy 

development of internet finance

《关于促进互联网金融健康发展的指导意见》 

The first comprehensive regulation on internet finance in China

Set out "small, fast and convenient" as the principles of internet payment

The PBOC is the regulator of internet payment

Dec-2015

Regulations on non-bank internet payment service 

business

《非银行支付机构网络支付业务管理办法》 

The first comprehensive regulation on internet payment in China

Classified payment accounts into 3 categories. Each has different quota for different 

transaction types

Graded and regulated payment institutions differently, mainly based on their use of 

clients' reserves

Mar-2016

Announcement on revamping pricing mechanism 

of bank card transaction fees

《关于完善银行卡刷卡手续费定价机制的通知》

Reduced the average fee of bank card transaction significantly

Aug-2016
Consultation on barcode payment standard

《条码支付业务规范（征求意见稿）》
Official acknowledgement of barcode payment by the PBOC for the first time

Oct-2016

Implementation plan for risk management on non-

bank payment institutions 

《非银行支付机构风险专项整治工作实施方案》 

Establishes centralized clients' reserve custody without interest payment

Establishes a centralized clearing house for payment institutions ("Wanglian")

Prohibited payment institutions directly transferring funds from issuing banks

Jan-2017

Announcement on regulations for custodian of 

clients' reserves with payment institutions

《关于实施支付机构客户备付金集中存管有关事项的通知》

Required c20% of the clients' reserves to be deposited into a custodian account without interest

The percentage is reviewed quarterly by the PBOC
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Key debates for future #3: Fee competition and M&A 

Fee competition: With the introduction of Wanglian, the already fierce fee competition will 

likely get more intense, when more banks and UnionPay join the battleground. Banks have 

been offering their own payment solutions, many adopting the new QR code standards set 

by PBOC in Aug 2016. Many of them have simplified the user interfaces, hoping to lure 

back more customers. UnionPay recently (Apr 2017) started to offer rebates to offline 

merchants to promote their own contactless payment (via traditional POS), effectively 

lowering the rate to similar levels as payment companies. Part of the prevailing fee 

charged on offline merchants can be as low as 0.38% from many payment companies, vs 

the 0.6% official guideline.  

M&A: On the other hand, the license itself is still valuable. Many cash-rich players from 

other industries are looking to close their own loop. Among the suitors, there are not only 

traditional industry magnates who look to keep their competitive advantages in the digital 

age, but also rising tech stars in the online-to-offline service industry. Meituan, for example, 

acquired its own payment license in Sep 2016. Although there are in total around 250 

payment licenses available, only 120 of them that are allowed to handle online payment - 

out of which, we believe there are only 20-40 licenses that are not already being bought nor 

associated with a sizeable player from adjacent industries. We expect the demand for a 

payment licenses continue to rise, especially from tech start-ups with an early success. 

They either want to close the loop with their own supply chains, or are incentivized to 

expand onto adjacent growth area to boost their respective valuations. In either case, the 

fact remains that new, large, private entrants cannot be ruled out of the current landscape 

or ecosystem. 
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Exhibit 62: Since 2012, a series of M&A transactions have taken place in the third-party payment industry 
M&A transactions in third-party payment industry since 2012  

Source: China Economic Net, PBOC, Sohu, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research  

Date Company Name Location Business Type* % Holding

Transaction Value

(RMB mn unless 

otherwise stated)

Acquirer

Jun-17
Beijing Yinyingtong Management Consulting  Co., Ltd

银盈通支付有限公司
Beijing

Prepaid card (Beijing, Shanxi, Yunnan, Guizhou)

Internet
100% 720

Gome Fintech

国美金融科技

Mar-17
Hangzhou Qima Technology Co., Ltd

杭州起码科技有限公司
Hangzhou Technology 51% 2,096 (HK$ mn)

Innovationpay

中国创新支付

Dec-16

Shandong E-business Comprehensive Operations and 

Management Co., Ltd.

山东省电子商务综合运营管理公司

Jinan Internet >50% NA
Greenland Holding

绿地集团

Nov-16
Shanghai Deyi Network Technology Co., Ltd

上海德颐网络技术有限公司
Shanghai Bank card (Nationwide) 100% c600

Shanghai YY Electronic Technology

银嘉金服

Oct-16
Fujian Guotong Xingyi Network Technology Co., Ltd

福建国通星驿网络科技有限公司
Fuzhou Bank card (Nationwide) 60% 680

Fujian Newland Computer

新大陆

Oct-16
Beijing Guohua Huiyin Technology

北京国华汇银科技有限公司
Beijing Prepaid card (Beijing) 100% 70

Xinhua Financial Holding

新华金控

Oct-16
Zhejiang VIP Pay Co., Ltd

浙江唯品会支付服务有限公司
Hangzhou Internet 100% 400

Vipshop

唯品会

Oct-16
Shanghai Dianbaiqu Information Technology Co., Ltd

上海点佰趣信息科技有限公司
Shanghai Bank card (Nationwide) 45% 945

Shenzhen Keybridge Communications

键桥通讯

Sep-16
Guangzhou Helibao Payment Technology Co., Ltd

广州合利宝支付科技有限公司
Guangzhou

Bank card

Internet

Mobile

90% 1,400
Meson Fintech

民盛金科

Sep-16
Qiandai Information Tech., Ltd

北京钱袋宝支付技术有限公司
Beijing

Bank card

Internet

Mobile

100% NA
Meituan Dianping

美团点评

Aug-16
Shenzhen Midea Payment Technology Co., Ltd

深圳市美的支付科技有限公司
Shenzhen

Internet

Mobile
50% 300

Midea Group

美的集团

Aug-16
Shenzhen Sharelink Network Co., Ltd

深圳市讯联智付网络有限公司
Shenzhen

Internet

Mobile

TV

90% 386
E-Capital Transfer

证通公司

Aug-16
Guangxi Evergrande Wantong Payment Co., Ltd

广西恒大万通支付有限公司 （曾用名“集付通”）
Nanning

Prepaid card (Guangxi, Guangdong, Yunnan)

Internet
100% 570

Evergrande Group

恒大集团

Jun-16
Union Mobile Pay E-commerce Co., Ltd

联动优势电子商务有限公司
Beijing

Bank card

Internet

Mobile

91.6% 3,039
Qingdao Haili Metal One

海立美达

Apr-16
Zall Fintech Co., Ltd

深圳卓尔智联科技股份有限公司
Shenzhen Technology 51% 126

Zall Group

卓尔集团

Apr-16
China Public Procurement Pay Technology Co., Ltd

天下支付科技有限公司
Shenzhen

Internet

Mobile

Telephone

100.0% 100
Jiangsu Hongtu High Technology

宏图高科

Jan-16
Fujian Yikatong Network Co., Ltd

福建一卡通网络有限责任公司
Quanzhou Prepaid card 100% 38

Thaihot Group

泰禾集团

Jan-16
Jiefu Ruitong Co., Ltd

捷付睿通股份有限公司
Hohhot

Bank card

Internet

Mobile

65% 600
Xiaomi

小米

Nov-15
Zhejiang Shangmeng Business Service Co., Ltd

商盟商务服务有限责任公司
Hangzhou

Prepaid card (Zhejiang & Shanghai)

Internet
63% 35.6 (US$ mn)

500.com

500彩票网

Aug-15 ExaDigm California, USA License in California 100% 4.7 (US$ mn)
Nexgo Inc

新国都

Aug-15
Shanghai Runtong Industrial Investment Co., Ltd

上海润通实业投资有限公司
Shanghai Prepaid card (Shanghai) 80% 268

Shanghai Dasheng Agriculture Finance Technology

上海大生农业金融科技(原上海栋华石油化工)

Jul-15
Open Union Payment Service Co., Ltd

开联通支付服务有限公司
Beijing

Prepaid card

Internet
25% 1,000 (HK$ mn)

Shanghai Lujiazui Finance & Trade Zone Development

陆家嘴

Jul-15
Guangzhou Huitongji Automotive Service Co., Ltd

汇通宝支付有限责任公司
Guangzhou Prepaid card (Shanghai, Guangdong, Fujian) 100% NA

Bluedon Information Security Technologies

蓝盾股份

Jul-15
Baofoo Internet Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd

宝付网络科技（上海）有限公司
Shanghai Internet 27% 250

East Money Information

东方财富

Jun-15
Shanghai Kayou Information Service Co., Ltd

卡友支付服务有限公司
Shanghai Bank card (Nationwide) 6.9% 25

Tatwah Smartech

达华智能

Jun-15
Shanghai Handpay Information & Technology Co., Ltd

上海瀚银信息技术有限公司
Shanghai

Internet

Mobile
7.7% 50

Kunming Sinobright Group

昆百大A

May-15
Edenred China Ltd

艾登瑞德（中国）有限公司
Wuxi Prepaid card (Jiangsu, Shanghai, Beijing, Sichuan) 100% 190

Property & Credit Electronic Payment

资和信电子支付

Apr-15
Taiwan Mobile Payment Co.

台湾行动支付
Taipei Mobile 2% NA

Chunghwa Telecom

中华电信

Mar-15
Jiupai Tianxia Payment Co., Ltd

九派天下支付有限公司(原鹰皇金佰仕网络技术有限公司)
Changsha

Prepaid card (Hunan, Beijing, Shanghai)

Internet

Mobile

70% 70
Tongchuang Jiuding Investment Management

九鼎投资

Mar-15
Jieyifu Technology Co., Ltd

捷易付科技有限公司(原深圳市兄弟高登科技有限公司)
Shenzhen Prepaid card (Guangdong, Beijing, Shanghai) 100% 113

Shenzhen Jieshun Science (JSST)

捷顺科技

Feb-15

Guangdong Shanglian Payment Network Technology Co., 

Ltd

广东商联支付网络技术有限公司

Guangzhou Technology 51.0% 175
Guangdong Highsun Group

海印股份

Dec-14
Kuaiqian Payment and settlement service Co., Ltd

快钱支付清算信息有限公司
Shanghai

Bank card

Internet

Mobile

68.7% 315 (US$ mn)
Dalian Wanda Group

大连万达集团

Oct-14
Shanghai Tangdi Information Technology INC.

上海棠棣信息科技股份有限公司
Shanghai Technology 51% 131

Hebei Huijin Electromechanical 

汇金股份

Aug-14
Guangxi Evergrande Wantong Payment Co., Ltd

广西恒大万通支付有限公司 （曾用名“集付通”）
Nanning

Prepaid card (Guangxi, Guangdong, Yunnan)

Internet
100% 600

China Soft Power Technology Holdings

中国软实力(原中国金海集团)

Jul-14
Shandong Wangshangyouming Technology Co. Ltd

山东网上有名网络科技有限公司
Qingdao

Prepaid card (Beijing, Qingdao)

Internet 
NA NA

GA Science & Tech. Group

赢联集团

Jun-14
Suzhou Citizen Card Co., Ltd

苏州市民卡有限公司
Suzhou Prepaid card (Jiangsu) 20% 33

Soochow Securities

东吴证券

Mar-14
Beijing Yada Communication Network Co., Ltd

北京亚大通讯网络有限责任公司
Beijing Technology 75% 165

Fujian Newland Computer

新大陆

Feb-14
AndPay Information Technology Co. Ltd

上海和付信息技术有限公司
Shanghai Technology 100% NA

YeePay

易宝支付

Dec-13
Kuaijietong Payment Service Co. Ltd

快捷通支付服务有限公司
Hangzhou Internet 100% 147

Haier Network Technology

海尔网络科技

Nov-13
Beijing Guohua Huiyin Technology Co., Ltd

北京国华汇银科技有限公司
Beijing Prepaid card (Beijing) 100% 30

Guizhou Changzheng Electric

长征电气

Nov-13
Open Union Payment Service Co., Ltd

开联通支付服务有限公司
Beijing Prepaid card (Beijing) 33.0% 156

Innovationpay

中国创新支付

Aug-13
Ping An Fu Electronic Payment Co., Ltd

平安付电子支付有限公司
Shanghai

Bank card

Internet

Mobile

0%
Undisclosed

 (few hundred millions)

Ping An Ventures

平安创新投资基金

Jul-13
Beijing 19pay Technology Co., Ltd

北京一九付支付科技有限公司
Beijing Internet 100% 819

Gohigh Data Networks Technology

高鸿股份

Oct-12
Chinabank Payments (Beijing) Technology Co., Ltd

网银在线（北京）科技有限公司
Beijing

Bank card (Beijing)

Internet

Mobile

100% NA
JD Group

京东
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Appendix 

Exhibit 63: Comprehensive list of private companies mentioned in the report 

Source: Ministry of Science and Technology of the PRC, Company data, Crunchbase, Itjuzi, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

Company name Headquarters
Year 

founded
Primary Segment Business model

Latest 

financing

Series 

round

Capital 

raised

 (USD mn)

Total capital 

raised
1

(USD mn)

 Multi-segment internet / e-commerce magnates

Ant Financial

(蚂蚁金服)
Hangzhou 2014

Payment, financing, 

saving / investment  

and others

Leveraging on Alibaba Group's (BABA) resources, Ant Financial has created its own ecosystem  including payment, 

consumer credit, wealth management, credit scoring, cloud computing, etc.

Alibaba Group has the right to a 33% equity stake of Ant Financial subject to regulatory approval.

Apr-16 B 4,500 6,350+

JD Finance

(京东金融)
Beijing 2013

Payment, financing, 

saving / investment 

and others

Leveraging on JD.com’s (JD) resources, JD Finance offers a wide range of financial solutions of consumer credit, 

supply chain financing, asset management, payment and crowdfunding. 

JD.com has agreed to sell JD Finance (to be finished by mid 2017) and reserves the right to claim 40% of JD 

Finance's equity, subject to regulatory approval.

Jan-16 A About 1,000 About 1,000

Lufax Holding

(陆金所)
Shanghai 2011

Financing, saving / 

investment and others

Lufax Holding is a leading internet finance transaction information service platform in China, with strength in wealth 

management, institutional trading of financial assets and consumer finance.

Ping An Group (2318.hk) holds 44% equity and convertible bonds equivalent to 11% equity holding of Lufax, if 

exercised.

Jan-16 B About 1,200 About 1,700

Suning Financial 

Services

(苏宁金服)

Shanghai 2016

Payment, financing, 

saving / investment 

and others

Suning Financial Services has built a connected finance product portfolios both online and offline including payment 

account, investment and wealth management, consumer and business loans, crowdfunding, etc. 

Suning Commerce Group (002024.ss) owns 60% of its equity.

Apr-16 A About 1,000 About 1,000

99Bill

(快钱)
Shanghai 2004

Payment, financing, 

saving / investment

99Bill is an internet financing company, starting from a third-party payment service provider in China and expanding its 

business to financing and investment. 

Wanda Group owns about 96% of 99Bill's equity.

Dec-12 E 27 84

Payment

Alipay

(支付宝)
Shanghai 2014 Payment

Alipay is a third-party payment platform under Ant Financial, integrating various consumption scenarios & industries 

like payment, lifestyle services, civil services, social networking, wealth management, insurance and public welfare.
N/A N/A N/A N/A

Baidu Wallet

(百度钱包)
Beijing 2008 Payment

Baidu Wallet is a payment platform that connects users, merchants, and Baidu's products to provide money transfer, 

payment, top up and other services. It aims to become a one-stop payment solution for its users.  
N/A N/A N/A N/A

ChinaPnR

(汇付天下)
Shanghai 2006 Payment

ChinaPnR provides financial service packages for new financial industries, covering 50% of P2P lending platforms as 

well as other new financial institutions.
Sep-11 B 7 Unknown

China UMS

(银联商务)
Shanghai 2002 Payment

China UMS provides merchant acquiring services such as POS solutions for bank cards. 

China UnionPay owns about 60% of its equity. 
Oct-16 D 290 313+

JD Pay

(京东钱包,原网银在线)
Beijing 2003 Payment

Chinabank Payments (Beijing) Technology Co. Ltd, the provider of JD Pay, is the payment platform wholly owned by 

JD Finance. It provides payment services for consumptions, personal transfer and wealth management.
N/A N/A N/A N/A

Lakala

(拉卡拉)
Beijing 2005 Payment

Lakala Payment is an online financial service platform that provides services such as mobile payment, POS solution, 

credit rating, etc.

Lenovo Holding Co. (3396.hk) owns 31% equity of Lakala Payment.

Jun-15
Strategic 

investment
240 >312

Paytm Noida, India 2010 Payment

Paytm is India's largest mobile payments and commerce platform. It started with online mobile recharge and bill 

payments and has an online marketplace today.

Alibaba and Ant Financial own about 40% of Paytm as of Mar 2017. 

May-17 NA 1,400 2,400+

Ping An E-wallet

(平安壹钱包)
Shenzhen 2005 Payment

With payment as the bridge between finance and living, E-wallet is developing an O2O life and financial service 

platform integrating prepaid cards with E-wallet app.

Ping An Group owns 77% of the company.

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Tenpay

(财付通)
Shenzhen 2005 Payment

With the sizable user base of WeChat and QQ, Tenpay has a considerable market share in mobile payment, and 

provides payment services including consumption, personal transfer and wealth management.

With its major products Wechat Pay & QQ wallet, Tenpay is wholly owned by Tencent (0700.hk). 

N/A N/A N/A N/A

China UnionPay

(银联)
Shanghai 2002 Payment

China UnionPay is a bankcard association established under the approval of the State Council and the PBOC.

It is built and owned by the PBOC and SOE banks.
N/A N/A N/A N/A

Financing

Antsdaq

(蚂蚁达客)
Shanghai 2015 Crowdfunding

Antsdaq is Ant Financial's online crowdfunding platform. Leveraging on internet and big data technology of Antsdaq, 

companies can raise money and gain business support from investors using Antsdaq. 
N/A N/A N/A N/A

Ping An Crowdfunding

(平安众筹)
Shenzhen 2015 Crowdfunding

Ping An Crowdfunding is a crowdfunding platform that facilitates connection between borrowers and investors.

Ping An Group owns about 79% of the company.
N/A N/A N/A N/A

luP2P.com

(陆金服)
Shanghai 2014

P2P - consumer and 

SME

luP2P is the P2P lending platform under Lufax holding. It focuses on building a stable platform that provides both 

investors and borrowers efficient and low cost financial solutions. 
N/A N/A N/A N/A

Wanda Loans

(万达贷)
Shanghai 2016 SME lending

Wanda Loans, provided by Wanda Micro Loan,  conducts business in online SME lending, consumer finance, wealth 

management and other financial services.

Wanda Group owns about 92% of the company.

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Saving/Investment

Baixin Bank

(百信银行)
Beijing 2017 Online-only bank

Baixin Bank is a direct bank that uses online banking to offer financial services.

Baidu (BIDU) owns 30% of the company.
N/A N/A N/A N/A

Dongjia Caifu

(东家财富)
Shanghai 2016

Online asset 

management

Dongjia Caifu is a high end financial service platform that focuses on providing asset and wealth management 

services for high net worth families in China.

JD Finance owns 75% of the company.

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Lufunds.com

(陆基金)
Shanghai 2014

Online asset 

management

Lufunds.com is a fund distribution plaform, wholly owned by Ping An Group, that conducts business in wealth 

management and investment consulting, and sells investment fund online to promote online trading of funds.
N/A N/A N/A N/A

MYbank

(网商银行)
Hangzhou 2015 Online-only bank

MYbank is one of the first private online-only banks in China. The bank provides financial solutions for SMEs, 

consumers, and rural population, etc. 

Ant Financial owns 30% of the company.

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Tianhong Asset 

Mgmt.(天弘基金)
Tianjin 2004 Online saving

Tianhong Asset Management is a nationwide mutual fund management company in China. The company manages 

Yu'e Bao, Alipay's money market fund. 

Ant Financial owns 51% of the company.

N/A N/A N/A N/A

WeBank

(微众银行)
Shenzhen 2014 Online-only bank

WeBank is one of the first private online-only banks in China. The bank focuses on providing different financial 

services to SMEs and the general population. 

Tencent owns 30% of the company.

Jun-16 A About 180 About 180

Others

Ant Financial Cloud

(蚂蚁金融云)
Hangzhou 2015 Cloud computing

Leveraging on Alibaba and Ant Financial's cloud computing technology, Ant Financial Cloud provides cloud computing 

services to help financial institutions to build new generation of financial service business models.
N/A N/A N/A N/A

Baidu Financial Cloud

(百度金融云)
Beijing 2016 Cloud computing

Baidu Financial Cloud provides IT infrastructure, AI, data management, payment and other business solutions to 

financial institutions.
N/A N/A N/A N/A

Didi Chuxing

(滴滴出行)
Beijing 2012

Transportation 

services

Didi Chuxing is an integrated transportation service company that provides taxi hailing, private car hailing, bus sharing 

and other ride-sharing services.
Apr-17 About 10

2 5,500 About 16,000
2

Jcloud.com

(京东云)
Beijing 2016 Cloud computing

Jcloud is JD's cloud computing service provider. Leveraging on JD's business and technology, it provides cloud 

computing services to the whole society and helps to provide companies with more "internet +" business solutions. 
N/A N/A N/A N/A

Ksyun

(金山云)
Beijing 2012 Cloud computing Ksyun is a leading provider of cloud computing service to customers and enterprises. May-16 C+ 50 About 200

Meituan Dianping

(美团点评)
Beijing 2010

Online-to-offline 

services
Meituan Dianping is a group buying platform that helps consumers to enjoy discounted quality services and products. Jul-16 F

3 Unknown 4,360+
3

Ping An Cloud

(平安云)
Shenzhen 2013 Cloud computing

Leveraging on Ping An Group's finance and health IT ecosystem, Ping An Cloud provides cloud computing services to 

financial institutions and healthcare type companies.  
N/A N/A N/A N/A

Qianhai Credit Service 

Centre

(前海征信)

Shengzhen 2013 Personal credit scoring
Qianhai Credit Service Centre is a third party credit scoring company under Ping An Group. It focuses on building a

credit scoring system that eliminates information asymmetry and improves financial opeartional efficiency.
N/A N/A N/A N/A

Tencent Cloud

(腾讯云)
Beijing 2013 Cloud computing

Tencent Cloud is Tencent's cloud computing business that serves hundreds of millions of people via Tencent's 

flagship products like QQ and WeChat.
N/A N/A N/A N/A

Tencent Credit Bureau

(腾讯征信)
Hangzhou 2015 Personal credit scoring

Tencent Credit Bureau is a company under Tencent that conducts business in anti-fraud technology, identification 

technology and credit scoring.
N/A N/A N/A N/A

Wanda Credit

(万达征信)
Shanghai 2015 Personal credit scoring

Leveraging on Wanda Group's merchant and consumer spending data, Wanda Credit provides and develops credit 

scoring services. 

Wanda Group owns about 96% of the company.

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Zhima Credit

(芝麻信用)
Hangzhou 2015 Personal credit scoring

Zhima Credit is a third party credit scoring company under Ant Financial. It generates personal and corporate credit

ratings using technologies such as cloud computing and machine learning.
N/A N/A N/A N/A

Zhong An Online P&C 

Insurance

(众安保险)

Shanghai 2013
Online-only insurance 

company

Zhong An Online P&C Insurance Co., Ltd is the first online-only insurance company in China, writing new business 

and handling claims completely online. Based on e-commerce scenarios, it offers various products such as account 

safety insurance, travel insurance, health insurance, etc.

It is 16% owned by Ant Financial, 12% owned by Ping An Group and 12% owned by Tencent.

Jun-15 A 934 934

Note:

1. Total capital raised is estimated based on publically disclosed information. All numbers are as of Jun 2017.

2. Series round  and total capital raised for Didi Chuxing is calcuated based on Didi Kuaidi's pre-merger plus post-merger funding

3. Series round  and total capital raised for Meituan Dianping is calcuated based on Meituan's pre-merger plus post merger funding
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Exhibit 64: We note the scale difference in the bank card transactions between China and the US. 
Total payment value of bank card transactions in China and the US (US$ trn)  

Source: PBOC, Nilson Report, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

Exhibit 65: TPV processed through payment companies is 

still only 13% of those via bank cards… 
TPV of third-party payment as % of bank card transactions in 

China  

Exhibit 66: … and 4% of electronic payment via banks 
TPV of third-party payment companies as % of electronic 

payment via banks in China  

Source: PBOC, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research Source: PBOC, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 
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Exhibit 67: Terminology table   

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

Company logos 

Third party brands used in this report are the property of their respective owners, and are 

used here for informational purposes only. The use of such brands should not be viewed 

as an endorsement, affiliation or sponsorship by or for Goldman Sachs or any of its 

products/services. 

Term Explanation

Issuing bank A bank that issues payment cards branded by card networks, directly to consumers.

Merchant acquirer
A party in the payment value chain that processes payments on behalf of a merchant, so that the merchant can 

receive payments from consumers. It is also known as "acquiring bank" when the merchant acquirer is a bank. 

Card network

Also known as card association, a financial institution that control where payments can be accepted and to 

facilitate transactions between an issuing bank and a merchant/merchant acquirer. Visa, MasterCard and 

UnionPay are examples of a card network.

Desktop payment A payment transaction initiated by personal computers (desktop and laptop).

Mobile payment
Payment transactions initiated by mobile devices such as smartphones, tablets, smartwatches, etc. The 

transaction order can be made via web browsers, APPs, NFC, barcode, etc.

E-wallet
An electronic account that an individual can use to make electronic transactions. An individual can also link 

his/her bank accounts/bank cards to an e-wallet.

POS terminal Point of sale terminal, an electronic device that can process electronic payments at retail locations. 

Take rate
The fees and commissions a payment company collect for a transaction, as percentage of the total payment 

value processed

Third-party payment

In China, it refers to payments processed by non-bank firms. It is usually done via desktop, mobile devices or 

non-bank point of sale (POS) terminals.

In the US, the closest concept is remote electronic payment.

Wanglian China's newly established centralized clearing house for all online payments (mid 2017)

Abbreviation Explanation

B2B Business to Business. It refers to payments made between companies for goods or services rendered.

B2C
Business to Consumer. We define B2C payments as any payment made from consumers to businesses in 

exchange for goods and services. 

C2C
Consumer to Consumer. We define C2C payments as any payment made from one person to another for any 

purpose (to split a bill, to settle a debt, to give a gift, etc.) other than exchange for goods and services. 

CBRC China Banking Regulatory Commission, the regulator of banking industry of China.

CIRC China Insurance Regulatory Commission, the regulator of insurance industry of China.

CSRC China Securities Regulatory Commission, the regulator of securities industry of China.

KYC Know Your Customer, a process by which a business obtain and verify the identity of its customers.

NFC
Near field communication, a wireless communication technology that enables electronic devices to 

communicate within a short distance of a few centimeters.

PBOC People's Bank of China, the central bank of China.

SAFE State Administration of Foreign Exchange

SOE State-owned enterprise.

TPV Total payment value.
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